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General Limiting Conditions
Every reasonable effort has been made to ensure that the data contained in this study reflect
the most accurate and timely information possible, and they are believed to be reliable.
This study is based on estimates, assumptions and other information reviewed and
evaluated by Economics Research Associates from its consultations with the client and the
client's representatives and within its general knowledge of the industry. No responsibility
is assumed for inaccuracies in reporting by the client, the client's agent and representatives
or any other data source used in preparing or presenting this study.
This report is based on information that was current as of November 2003 or as noted in
the report, and Economics Research Associates has not undertaken any update of its
research effort since such date.
No warranty or representation is made by Economics Research Associates that any of the
projected values or results contained in this study will actually be achieved.
This report is not to be used in conjunction with any public or private offering of securities
or other similar purpose where it may be relied upon to any degree by any person other
than the client without first obtaining the prior written consent of Economics Research
Associates. This study may not be used for purposes other than that for which it is
prepared or for which prior written consent has first been obtained from Economics
Research Associates.
This study is qualified in its entirety by, and should be considered in light of, these
limitations, conditions and considerations.
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Section I. Introduction & Executive Summary
Introduction
The University of California, San Diego (UCSD) retained Economics Research Associates
(ERA) to provide analysis and recommendations regarding the provision of retail services
on campus to serve the retail and food service needs and preferences of students, faculty,
staff, and visitors. This comprehensive Retail Services Study provides a strategy by which
UCSD can plan for future services, create synergy between retail uses, or use retail and
food service to reinforce the University’s sense of community. The Social & Behavioral
Research Institute (SBRI) at California State University San Marcos assisted ERA by
conducting a web-based survey of students, staff and faculty spending patterns and retail
preferences.

Current Retail Space Performance
UCSD has identified more than 230,500 assignable square feet (ASF)1 of retail and
commercial services space on campus. Based upon a review of the individual
establishments, ERA has identified approximately 161,000 square feet of this space as
retail, food service and personal services spaces. The analysis focuses on these types of
uses as retail space.
During the 2001-02 academic year, on-campus retail sales per assignable square foot
ranged from $300 at numerous food service establishments to over $600 at the UCSD
Bookstore. The UCSD Bookstore estimates even higher sales for the 2002-03 school year
due to growing Internet sales and a successful campaign to promote computer sales to
entering students. These figures reflect a very healthy sales performance, especially
considering it is achieved largely over a nine-month academic year. The figures plus
survey responses suggest that the campus retail market is under served.
In light of this excess demand, which is being verified by this study, several organizations
on campus are planning to add retail and food service space. According to ERA’s
compilation of current plans, which are continually being refined and revised, the UCSD
campus is adding 85,400 ASF of retail and food service space. In ERA’s demand analysis,
business services such as copy centers, banks and the Post Office, are not incorporated into
the demand model. If the Post Office expansion, new bank and copy center planned for
University Center are included, the total planned square footage grows to 90,000 ASF. Of
this addition, the largest majority or 66,500 ASF is planned for the University Center area;
and the largest portion of that expansion is the planned 30,800 ASF addition to the campus
bookstore. The Director of the Bookstore is currently developing detailed plans for that
expansion based upon the relative success of different merchandise lines within the current
store, upon trends in campus bookstores across the country and the information generated
by this study.
Focusing the future retail and food service space at the University Center area serves to
reinforce this area as the campus “Town Center,” a meeting place for faculty, staff and
1

University terminology that amounts to approximately 70 percent of gross leasable square footage
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students. A successful town center helps build the campus social and intellectual
community.
In addition, as demonstrated by the success of village market places and modern shopping
centers, retailing benefits from concentration. The planned additions at the University
Center area will greatly increase the concentration or “critical mass” of retailing at this
location to the benefit of both consumers and retailers. Campus consumers benefit by
being able to satisfy a wider array of shopping needs at one general location and thereby
saving valuable time, and campus retailers benefit by having consumers spend a larger
percentage of their shopping dollars on campus.

Highlights of Survey Findings
During May of 2003, SBRI conducted a web-based survey of campus population retail
preferences and spending patterns. Separate samples were drawn from the faculty, staff,
graduate student and undergraduate student populations at UCSD. Those individuals
selected in the samples were sent e-mail messages inviting them to participate in the web
survey. A total of 2,178 surveys were conducted across the four sample groups, including
230 faculty, 255 staff and 1,693 students. The student samples were also designed so that
the undergraduate student sample reflected appropriate proportions of students within the
various undergraduate colleges, while the graduate student sample reflected appropriate
proportions of students within the Medic al School and the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, vs. other graduate programs. Both student samples were designed to reflect
the appropriate proportions of students living on- versus off-campus. The survey provided
expenditure patterns by population, which served as key inputs into the demand analysis.
The important survey findings are as follows:

•
•
•
•

The University population generally supports more retail services.
The strong retail core concept best serves the undergraduate student population,
off-campus student, and a large share of other groups. The decentralized retail
services concept tends to be favored by the faculty and staff.
A mixed strategy of a strong retail core combined with selected retail services that
are decentralized and located in the colleges and certain institutions (e.g. Scripps
and School of Medicine) is the preferred approach.
Chain outlets are desired by undergraduate students but are less desired by others.

Focus Group Feedback
ERA also conducted focus group sessions with undergraduates from each college, graduate
students, and the deans of five of the six colleges. Overall, most students in the focus
groups stated that they were reasonably satisfied with on campus retail and food offerings;
however, there was a set of concerns. The recurring and virtually unanimous concerns
were high prices, lack of late hours of operation, lack of groceries and sundry items, and
boredom with existing options. The planned retail expansion, which will include selected
late night venues, will address these concerns.
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Existing and Future Retail Demand
The current total University population is approximately 33,100. When UCSD reaches its
planned long-term growth in 15 to 20 years, the projected population will reach 48,900.
This nearly 50 percent campus growth, combined with the current under supply of retail
and food service space, drives the need for additional retail development on campus.
In determining the amount of retail and food service space needed on campus, ERA
designed a spreadsheet based demand model that incorporated: 1) The population growth
forecast by location on campus, 2) Student enrollment growth by college and by on- versus
off-campus residency, 3) Spending per capita by major retail category for students and
faculty/staff in accordance to our survey results, and 4) The current retail space and dollar
volume by establishment at various campus locations.
Based upon a comparison of the existing supply of space to current and future demand, as
shown in Table I-1, the UCSD campus needs an additional 56,000 assignable square feet of
space immediately, and this space shortfall grows to 113,000 ASF by approximately 2010.
In this analysis, ERA assumed that the midpoint between the current enrollment level and
the long-term enrollment forecast would be reached in 2010. The planned expansion of
85,400 ASF will largely satisfy both the current shortfall and much of the projected
demand growth to 2010. The remaining demand by 2010 is largely at East Campus (9,100
ASF), Sixth College (6,300 ASF) and Birch Aquarium (4,200 ASF) assuming a rebound of
visitor growth as the economy recovers.
Table I-1

Summary of Additional Retail Space Needed on
Campus at 2002, 2010, and 2020
(Assignable Square Feet)
Fall 2002

Fall 2010

Fall 2020

University Center
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Cumulative Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

105,129
69,412
0
35,717

132,538
69,412
59,685
3,441

151,880
69,412
59,685
22,783

Warren College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Cumulative Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

9,870
17,556
0
0

9,141
17,556
0
0

9,013
17,556
0
0

(continued next page)
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(Assignable Square Feet)
Fall 2002

Fall 2010

Fall 2020

Muir College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Cumulative Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

7,457
20,254
0
0

8,144
20,254
0
0

8,109
20,254
0
0

Revelle College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Cumulative Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

7,300
30,837
0
0

8,043
30,837
0
0

8,020
30,837
0
0

Roosevelt College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Cumulative Planned Additions @ ERC
Additional Space Needed

6,590
0
0
6,590

8,451
0
11,700
0

13,982
0
11,700
2,282

Marshall College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Cumulative Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

8,081
9,035
0
0

11,475
9,035
0
2,440

11,439
9,035
0
2,404

Sixth College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Cumulative Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

1,388
1,860
0
0

8,145
1,860
0
6,285

8,908
1,860
0
7,048

North Campus/RIMAC II
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Cumulative Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

3,993
0
0
3,993

5,495
0
6,800
0

6,453
0
6,800
0

(continued next page)
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(Assignable Square Feet)
Fall 2002

Fall 2010

Fall 2020

Birch Aquarium
Demand for Space
Supply of Space
Cumulative Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

5,554
2,267
0
3,287

5,932
1,767
0
4,165

6,311
1,767
0
4,544

SIO other than Birch
Demand for Space
Supply of Space
Cumulative Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

1,398
618
0
780

1,789
243
1,200
346

2,173
243
1,200
730

Torrey Pines North & South
Demand for Space
Supply of Space
Cumulative Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

574
465
0
109

574
465
0
109

574
465
0
109

10,160
9,135
0
5,809

17,928
9,135
2,400
9,086

25,415
9,135
2,400
13,880

167,494
161,439
0

217,656
160,564
85,385

252,279
160,564
85,385

56,285

25,873

53,781

East Campus: Health Sciences
Cancer Center
Demand for Space
Supply of Space
Cumulative Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed 1
Total UCSD Campus
Total Demand for Space
Total Supply of Space
Cumulative Planned Additions

&

2

Total Additional Space Needed After
Planned Additions 3
1

The type of space demanded does not match all of the type supplied; therefore, the estimate of
Additional Space Needed exceeds the difference between demand and existing supply.
2

Includes the café at the La Jolla Playhouse and Education Center.

3

Some current supply is not located where it's needed or is surplus in its sub-area and is not counted
against demand. Therefore, Total Additional Space Needed (a sum of Additional Space Needed in each
sub-area) is greater than the difference of Total Demand for Space less (Total Supply of Space plus
Planned Additions) for the campus as a whole.
Source: Economics Research Associates.
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When the University reaches its long-term enrollment forecast, which ERA has assumed to
be the year 2020, the campus retail demand will exceed existing and currently planned
supply by 53,800 ASF. About 42 percent of this projected shortfall will be in the
University Center area. While the University should incorporate this next level of retail
expansion into its campus master planning decisions, the specific development of
additional retail space beyond the projected 2010 demand should await three
considerations:
•

The actual enrollment growth of the campus.

•

The success of the overall campus retail environment a few years after the currently
planned expansions have been completed as measured by consumer satisfaction,
financial performance and enhancement of the campus community.

•

The retail impact of the campus light rail connection to La Jolla Village Center and
University Town Center are better understood.

The details of the additional space needs to 2010 as compared the currently planned
expansion are discussed by specific area below:
•

The University Center/Student Center area could support an additional 35,700 ASF
immediately and this excess demand grows to 63,100 ASF by 2010. The planned
expansions at the Price Center and Student Center will add 59,700 ASF of retail and
food service space, and this expansion should satisfy most of the projected demand
until 2010.

•

Three of the older colleges have more than sufficient retail and food service space.
They are Warren, Muir and Revelle Colleges, and no additional space should be added
at these colleges.

•

This fall, Roosevelt College (ERC) recently opened 11,700 ASF of new space as part
of the campus’ North Campus development. According to ERA’s demand model,
ERC will need 8,500 ASF by 2010 and 14,000 ASF when it is fully occupied. Thus
the recently opened retail space in the North Campus development should satisfy
demand several years after 2010, but may need slightly more space, 2,300 ASF, by
2020.

•

Marshall College should add 2,400 ASF, and Sixth College should add 7,000 ASF by
2020.

•

RIMAC is planning a 4,500 ASF sport café and convenience store. This is sized
correctly for current demand, but the demand at RIMAC II will increase to 5,500 ASF
by 2010 and 6,500 ASF by 2020. The planned School of Management is also planning
a 2,300 ASF café as part of its new North Campus facility. The RIMAC, School of
Management, and Roosevelt Colleges’ retail space together should be sufficient to
service projected demand for the North Campus area.

•

Torrey Pines North and South generate effective demand for approximately 550 or 600
ASF. It currently has a Cups Café of 465 ASF. The additional North Campus food
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service and retail development at ERC and RIMAC II may be able to provide some
additional service to the population at Torrey Pines, which enjoys very limited food
service options.
•

Assuming that the current temporary food service facility is replaced, Birch Aquarium
needs a permanent 1,800 square foot café and 2,700 square feet of additional book/gift
store space. This conclusion assumes that visitor attendance at Birch Aquarium will
grow from the current level of 220,000 per year to 250,000.

•

The Scripps campus should be able to support a new permanent restaurant/café of
1,500 ASF, and this café would replace Snackropolis. Current plans for the Scripps
Conference Center include a café and catering facility of 1,200 ASF.

•

The East Campus, which includes the Health Sciences Neighborhood, the Science
Research Park and future site of Extended Studies will need approximately 14,000
additional square feet at build-out. Much of this additional space is for an expanded
pharmacy, gift shop and eye center. The café planned for the Cancer Center was taken
into consideration in this analysis.

The campus has two intrinsically conflicting goals that it must try to balance. One is to
promote profitable retail operations that allow those operations to be financially selfsustaining. The other is to offer value and quality services to the campus population. The
development of additional retail space, using the above demand forecasts as guidelines, is
designed to serve that balance. This market research also provides the campus with greater
confidence in the success of its investments in commercial services.
As proven by the success of large shopping centers developed over the past half century,
retail performance is enhanced by concentration. This is because it saves the consumer
time in being able to purchase all desired merchandise in a single trip. Other than the basic
food services essential to the residential population at the colleges, retail outlet will tend to
have stronger sales if concentrated in a sufficient critical mass. Because retailing benefits
from critical mass, retail development is often “lumpy.” When a major increment of retail
is first built, certain campus outlets may experience some dilution in sales performance.
However, that dilution will be offset by demand growth and greater market penetration due
to an increase in the concentration of goods and services. The strategic recommendations
recognize these aspects of retailing.

Strategic Recommendations
The survey results, demand analysis and performance review leads to a number of
recommendations, reflecting five principles:
1. Expand the core as the campus’ town center, with unique sub-districts to ensure a
critical mass of consumers to attract commercial tenants, create alternative
environments for different consumer preferences, and coordinate with consumer
circulation patterns and improve convenience.
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2. Ensure that each college has sufficient food service space to accommodate its
resident and non-resident students to service the growing university community,
enhance convenience, and provide food and price choices.
3. Plan for each major subdistrict away from the University Center, namely North
Campus and East Campus, to have a convenient food service center with some
retail to serve the needs of populations for which the campus core is not practical.
4. Provide low-cost convenience facilities like carts and vending machines in more
isolated areas of campus to serve populations, such as researchers, that need
services but are not numerous enough to warrant capital investment in permanent
facilities.
5. Link the campus hierarchy of retail outlets and services so that a coherent network
is provided that serves the multiple sub-communities within the university
population, the various retail and service needs throughout the week for individual
consumers, and the different geographic districts on campus.
The measures of success are similar for all principles – maintenance or an increase in sales
per capita as the university population grows; maintenance or increases in sales per square
foot of retail space, or food cart, or vending machine; and consumer satisfaction.
The retail strategy should guide all planning activities by reinforcing the campus core as
the campus “Town Center,” while providing selected services to the college
neighborhoods. The Town Center services an important function by allowing the campus
to utilize its commercial activities to strengthen the university as a social and intellectual
community. This approach is analogous to the hierarchy of retail functions in the larger
market place. The campus core commercial outlets serve as UCSD’s “downtown or
regional center”, offering greater variety of operators, larger operators, better prices, more
unique specialized outlets, entertainment, and environments that bring together disparate
populations.
The college food service spaces provide for the daily nourishment needs of the students
and reinforce the colleges as communities. In addition to the Town Center and the
individual colleges, considering walking distances and barriers, UCSD has only two
effective opportunities to create “neighborhood centers,” offering daily food, convenience
sundries, and local gathering places. One such opportunity is at North Campus, where the
retail developments at ERC might be designed to form such a neighborhood center by
including some retail space near ERC Commons as future North Campus housing is
developed.
ERA’s recommendations are presented by geographic area below.

Main Campus
The University Center area, consisting of the Price Center and the Student Center,
constitute UCSD’s Town Center. This area does not have sufficient quantity or variety of
retail and dining to effectively satisfy current or future demand. UCSD students recently
voted in favor of increase student fees to expand the Price Center.
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With confidence enhanced by the student vote, UCSD is now planning a major expansion
for the Price Center and some minor expansion of retailing at the Student Center.
This expansion will address the current deficiency and accommodate the projected demand
growth to approximately 2010, depending upon the actual pace of enrollment growth. The
mix appears well targeted to the market need. Approximately 23,000 ASF of space will be
needed by 2020.
The UCSD Bookstore Director has detailed operating information on performance by
department and trends across a large number of university bookstores. He is in a good
position to decide on how the additional space in the expanded bookstore should be
allocated. Based upon the demand analysis, ERA believes the following sectors would
likely have success: 1) Better designed UCSD logo products, 2) Affordable brand name
clothing including underwear without a UCSD logo, 3) Limited household furnishings and
sundries, 4) Gift cards, 5) Photo processing, and 6) Books and music for leisure.
Table I-2

Planned Additional Retail Space UCSD University Center
Units

ASF

Bookstore Expansion

1

30,785

Price Center Food Service & Seating

5

12,500

Price Center Grocery Store

1

3,500

Price Center Hair Stylist

1

1,000

Price Center Other Retail

1

1,000

Price Center Porter's Pub Expansion

1

1,850

Price Center New Japanese Restaurant

1

1,500

Price Center Food Coop Expansion

1

1,000

Student Center Grove Café Expansion

1

750

Student Center General Store Expansion

1

2,500

Student Academic Services Facility – Café

1

1,500

Faculty Dining Expansion

1

1,800

17

59,685

Price Center Post Office

1

1,000

Price Center Bank Expansion

1

1,000

Student Academic Services – Imprints

1

2,500

Subtotal Retail/Food Service

Subtotal University Center Bus Services
Subtotal University Center Expansion

4,500
66,485

Source: UCSD.
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The University Bookstore could also offer a website that serves as a portal to major chain
retailers' on-line retail offerings (e.g. Gap, Old Navy, Pier One, Ikea and Wal-Mart). The
purchases would be shipped to DOC3 inside the bookstore for pickup by the customers.
Consistent with the broader retail trend, there is growing interest on campus for "ready to
eat" meals that can be purchased at the grocery store or from other food vendors. These
ready to eat meals save preparation time, and students in focus group sessions have
indicated time to be a precious commodity. The new grocery store planned to be part of
the Price Center expansion should experiment with a wide variety of take home meals,
ranging from salads, sandwiches, roasted meats and even sushi. The new restaurants, cafés
and other food vendors should also offer takeout meals.
One of the major issues for the campus is the lack of outlets with late night hours. We
understand that some of the venues planned for the University Center will have much later
operating hours.
To improve the entertainment venues on campus, UCSD should explore ways to improve
the competitiveness of the movie theater, possibly with increased viewing hours, greater
variety of films, more contemporary seating and/or an improved sound system. The theater
can anchor a campus recreation center with activities suggested by students in the survey
and focus groups, such as bowling, billiards, dance, live music, etc., combined with eating
and drinking outlets. The feasibility of such a specific center would have to be assessed,
but most likely would operate as a student service rather than as a profitable commercial
enterprise.
The core area should experiment with organizing a regular Friday afternoon farmers’
market at a designated location, and promote the market to the University community and
the surrounding public. Convenient and free parking for the off campus population will be
absolutely essential, if this market is to attract any interest from the general population.
UCSD will need to retain a retail architect to evaluate alternative physical configurations
for the central campus retail expansion. ERA has a few suggestions that should be
considered by the selected architect.
•

Create distinguished districts within the campus core area, such as having the Price
Center anchor an active campus town center, while maintaining the Student Center as a
more tranquil and passive alternative.

•

Open up retail outlets and centers to the existing and future “walking streets”, such as
Library Walk, Lyman Lane, and/or Matthews Lane or the planned Rupertus Way. All
of these locations are generally within walking distance parameters, (one-quarter mile)
of the core campus classroom and office concentrations. Lyman Lane and Matthews
Lane are closer to the Price Center, the Library, and Warren College. Rupertus Way is
closer to the Gilman Parking Structure, Sixth College, and the possible future trolley
station. From strictly a retail perspective, it is better to build upon existing retail
concentrations in the core when adding future phases of newly constructed retail space,
using the existing retail center as an anchor to a new sub-district to build critical mass.
Creating and establishing a new separated district is possible, but more risky.
However, UCSD has other objectives that are not related to retail priorities when
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deciding where to locate new retail sub-districts within the core that it must take into
account.
•

The University should estimate anticipated pedestrian-circulation counts, on average
and at peak times, on campus to identify the best opportunities. The retail outlets that
face the popular corridors would benefit from the exposure and the convenience to
potential customers. Care should be taken, however, not to place outlets that generate
cues or congestion outside the store premises, so as not to interrupt the campus
circulation system.
Possible cueing should occur within the commercial area’s
boundaries, or infrequently spill over to the common circulation corridors only during
non-peak hours when there is sufficient capacity. These relationships will have to be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

•

Popular entries and exits from campus, such as near parking lots and garages, shuttle
stops, and future transit stations are also opportunities to provide convenience services,
but the scale of retail must be consistent with the amount of consumers passing by
during the day. Food carts, ATM’s, or dry-cleaning services are examples. These
services typically need exposure to more consumers than just the peak-hour rush
generated as people go to or from their cars. It is better to provide these services at
visible public locations enroute to the garages or transit centers, such as the planned
Rupertus Way, rather than within a garage facility.

•

Take advantage of the core’s locations that are most exposed to pedestrian traffic, the
100 percent corners, by placing outlets that benefit from impulse purchases at these
corners. (The 100 percent corner is where two of the highest volume pedestrian paths
intersect. Since retail is a “support” function to the higher function of education at a
university, retail success and convenience needs to be weighed against other campus
needs for this 100 percent corner.)

•

Create a one to two-block Main Street with commercial services at the street level and
perhaps office, classroom, or limited housing at upper levels. The eventual
redevelopment of the University Administrative Complex may provide an opportunity
to create this district on Lyman Lane across from the Price Center.

•

Consider the creation of an external plaza and café environment at the western
terminus of Matthews Lane, where shuttle passengers are dropped off, by placing a
café and outdoor eating spaces (in conjunction with the Price Center expansion) that
complement the outdoor café by Café Roma at the existing Price Center, and design
the plaza area as a special public environment.

•

Strengthen the pedestrian axis, circulation, and “way-finding” through the existing
Price Center.

•

Consider the creation of a convenience outlet that serves take-out and packaged
prepared food at the planned Marketplace Plaza on Rupertus Way. Demand could
first be tested with a food cart outlet, followed by developed space if demand volume
warrants the investment.
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•

Designate an outdoor space for special event retailing, such as a regular farmers’
market, perhaps at Marketplace Plaza on the planned Rupertus Way.

•

Provide an outdoor area at the Price Center that offers a more tranquil environment that
is away from the music and rallies.

College Retail Strategy
The older colleges of Warren, Muir and Revelle have more than ample food service space
and are not able to support additional space. However, Roosevelt, Sixth and Marshall
colleges need to add retail and food service space to service their expanding populations.
Anticipated expansion of Marshall’s on-campus student population will replace demand
for existing space at Marshall that ERC students previously supported prior to completion
of the ERC facility. Additional growth at Marshall will warrant even more space. In
building new food service spaces for these colleges at the North Campus and at RIMAC,
the University should consider two alternative strategies:
•

Each college adds its own food service and retail space to reinforce the concept of the
college as a community. This would be a continuation of the current thinking.

•

Build a single food service and retail complex at North Campus in phases to keep pace
with the growth at these colleges. This complex could also be sited at a location that
serves RIMAC as well. The North Campus population would benefit from the greater
variety available from the larger concentration of food service and retail venues. The
University may be able to use its resources more effectively by reducing the amount of
underutilized space built in anticipation of enrollment growth at the individual
colleges.

If the North Campus built one complex, it may be able to support a convenience retail
outlet that serves sundries and snacks (including more fresh fruit and health-food items).
The complex could serve as an outlet for distributing merchandise from some of the
campus core outlets, such as ice cream and DVD/video rentals, dry-cleaning pick-up, and
selected merchandise ordered over the Internet.
If each college builds its own food service space, such facilities should be located near the
inner-edge of the campus, rather than the outer edge, to facilitate access to consumers from
classrooms and other colleges. To encourage students to venture out to different dining
halls, each dining hall could establish cuisine specialties on a regular and predictable basis,
so that each dining hall develops a campus-wide reputation.

Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO)
The graduate students, faculty, staff and researchers at Scripps currently have very limited
food service options. There is the dated Snackropolis, which offers a limited variety of
lunch items; and the Cups Café, which offers food cart items. The Birch Aquarium also
has an outdoor food cart type service primarily oriented to visitors.
A new conference center is planned for Scripps, and the second level of this conference
center has a deck area suitable for the development of a café or restaurant. The retail
Economics Research Associates
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analysis, which is based upon demand from local SIO and nearby Federal employees,
indicated that a restaurant/café of 1,500 square feet is supportable at this location,
particularly since it enjoys a panoramic view of the Pacific Ocean. This café will be
designed to have a catering kitchen to serve events at the conference center. It could also
attract walk-in patrons from the beach. If successful, this café would likely displace
Snackropolis. The Cups Café, because of its convenience to certain buildings at SIO,
could be maintained and would likely shift its concentration to coffee and snacks. One of
the issues in the development of this café is the appropriate alignment of investment risk
with operating return. It is also an area of opportunity for a public/private venture.
The Birch Aquarium has recently experienced successive years of declining attendance,
probably reflecting the condition of the regional economy. If this attendance decline is
reversed and the number of annual visitors increased from 220,000 per year currently back
up to around 250,000, then a modest expansion (2,700 ASF) of the book/gift store and
replacement of the food cart with a permanent café (1,800 ASF) would be appropriate.

East Campus
East Campus was planned and developed in a campus-style with major buildings fronting
on pedestrian walkways set back from the street. Parking is on the perimeter of the
buildings. This suburban development pattern could make the creation of a pedestrian
scale retail village fairly difficult without a significant reinvestment in traffic and
pedestrian circulation patterns. In addition, deed restrictions limiting Science Research
Park land use to “scientific, industrial and technological research“ would not permit retail
commercial uses.
The Science Research Park planned for the East Campus is intended to have only four or
five major users, and their arrivals are likely to be spaced over a number of years. The
current University thinking is for each major user to have its own food service and limited
retail facilities.
In terms of the other East Campus retail, ERA recommends that the eye center, gift shop
and pharmacy in the Health Sciences building be expanded or similar facilities be located
in the Cancer Center for three reasons:
•

They are currently experiencing phenomenal sales per square foot performance.

•

The number of staff or researchers on the East Campus will grow fairly rapidly.

•

The number of visitors or patients visiting the East Campus will also grow as more
facilities, like the Cancer Center, are completed.

With a 6,900 square foot dining facility in the Health Sciences Center and another 2,400
square foot café planned for the Cancer Center, the food service component for the East
Campus may be adequate.
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Campus Wide Initiatives
In addition to district specific recommendations, ERA also recommends the following for
campus wide consideration:
•

To better serve the campus population, UCSD should develop and maintain a web site
that informs students, faculty, and staff of operating hours, locations, specialties,
special events, and promotions for campus retail and food service facilities. The web
site can also offer links to on-campus and off-campus retail, food, and service outlets,
and be a conduit for ordering selected products and services, with delivery and pick-up
at DOC3 counters in the UCSD Bookstore and possibly elsewhere.

•

There also appears to be a need for the University to have more vending machines
placed in remote yet active after-hour locations, such as labs. Carts and vending
machines enhance convenience at more remote classroom, office, and research
locations, at low capital costs. Coffee/food carts should be placed in locations with the
greatest pedestrian traffic. Given their low capital costs, it is easy to experiment with
locations to generate sufficient sales. Supply will respond to demand, particularly if
the carts are provided as private concessions. Those areas that do not provide enough
demand to sustain a cart should be served by vending machines.

Implementation
The process of implementing the Retail Services Study for the UCSD campus will require
selected changes in the current approach toward management, as well as adoption of some
new policies and practices. ERA’s key implementation recommendations are presented
below:

•

Incorporate Selected Retail Recommendations into other University Plans

If the Retail Services Study is to succeed, recommendations regarding the amount,
orientation, and placement of retail space should be incorporated into appropriate project
plans. Retail proposals should be reviewed for consistency with this plan and require a
finding of consistency if approved.

•

Create a Retail and Commercial Advisory Committee
Organization

Four campus organizations have administrative responsibility for the development and
management of retail, dining, entertainment, and social functions and associated
facilities for UCSD:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

University Bookstores
Housing and Dining Services
University Centers
Real Estate Development
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While these organizations maintain operational responsibility for retail activities at
UCSD, the Committee will focus its advice on long-term planning and policy for the
development of retail activities.
Charge

The charge to this committee is to advise the Vice Chancellors – Business Affairs,
Resource Management & Planning, and Student Affairs on retail and commercial
activities to serve the students, faculty, and staff on UCSD’s campus in La Jolla. In
discharging its responsibilities, the Committee will be guided by the following goals:
Ø Improve the campus life experience, particularly for students, by ensuring a
sufficient mix and distribution of food and retail services while enhancing the
development of gathering places that provide both service and a high quality
environment in which to interact.
Ø Develop the University Center neighborhood and immediate environs as the
campus “town center” in a way that ensures a critical mass of visitors, pedestrians,
and patrons the availability of a broad array of reasonably priced retail products
and services, creates alternative environments for different consumer preference,
and coordinates with campus circulation patterns.
Ø Ensure that major sub-districts of the campus (West Campus, East Campus, SIO,
etc.) away from the campus core have access to needed retail services that can be
economically sustained by the sub-district consumer population.
Ø Achieve for campus constituents, particularly students, the best mix and
distribution of food and retail services, convenience, variety, lower prices, and
retail operational and financial viability.
This committee will perform the following specific functions:
Ø Review all proposals for new retail activities (including those suggested for
inclusion in new buildings) and advise on appropriateness, financial viability,
location (or adjacency) issues, and congruence with the study as the Campus
evolves. The study should be seen as providing general direction, whose details
and specifics may become less important over time.
Ø For existing retail and commercial space:
§

Review proposed major expansions of operation or facility, or change in use or
tenant for congruence with Study and financial viability.

Ø For stand alone pads (ATMS, coffee carts, etc.):
§

Review proposed sites for congruence with Study;
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§

Review for potential negative impacts of existing retail operations resulting
from new adjacencies.

§

Identify opportunities for new retail activities, and make recommendations for
campus retail tenant mix.

§

Receive reports on retail development in the surrounding retail community and
the potential impacts on the campus’ retail activities.

§

Monitor retail industry trends in services and business terms.

The membership of this administrative committee will include representatives from:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Academic Senate (CCCE) (1 member)
Business Affairs (1 member)
Resource Management & Planning (1 member)
Student Affairs (1 member)
Undergraduate Students (2 members)
Graduate and Professional Students (1 member)

Primary Consultants to the Committee are:
Ø Director, University Bookstores
Ø Director, Housing & Dining Services
Ø Director, University Centers
Committee members will serve two-year terms with the exception of students who will
serve one-year terms. Staff from Real Estate Development and Campus Planning will
provide primary assistance to the committee, which will be chaired by the Director of
Real Estate Development. The Committee will draw upon staff from other offices as
necessary for expertise and advice.

•

Establish Practices That Address System-Wide Concerns and Policies
The strategy developed for UCSD is specific to the campus and context in La Jolla/San
Diego area. However, it should also be recognized that the principles, practices and
policies that are implemented are also subject to University of California system-wide
consideration. The extent to which the UCSD strategy may establish precedents or be
exceptional circumstances from other campuses should be weighed and ‘vetted’ by the
required authorities prior to adoption of the strategy or administrative enforcement.
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Section II.

Market Profile

This section presents demand and supply factors that influence retail and services planning
on the UCSD campus.

Existing and Future Retail Demand
Students, faculty, staff and campus visitors are the primary sources of demand for oncampus retail and services. Residents of the surrounding community are a second source
of demand. Demand for services will vary for each group and within groups. Among
students, for example, the propensity to shop on-campus will differ depending on whether
the student lives on-campus or off-campus, or is an undergraduate or a graduate student.

University Population Characteristics—
Students, Faculty, Staff, and Visitors
Table II-1 and Figure II-1 present UCSD internal data regarding current and future
University populations for each of the major UCSD campus areas. Current University
population is approximately 32,400. Students comprise nearly 69 percent of this
population, while staff represent 23 percent, and faculty and researchers are less than 8
percent. Over 94 percent of the current University population is concentrated at West
Campus, the central campus of the University, with just 3 percent located at the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography (SIO), and another 3 percent located at the East Campus.
According to UCSD projections, by the 2020 academic year, the total University
population will increase by nearly 50 percent to 48,900. As illustrated in Figure II-2,
UCSD anticipates that the distribution of University population among students, staff, and
faculty will shift, with students declining to 60 percent, staff increasing to more than 31
percent, and faculty increasing to over 9 percent. Additionally, the share of University
population located on East Campus will increase to nearly 12 percent.
Table II-2 shows where current UCSD faculty, students and staff live during the school
year. A majority of the University population, 54 percent, lives within the UCSD Cordon
Area2 . Nearly a quarter of the University population lives in the 92092 zip code area,
which includes both on-campus dormitories and student apartments. Nearly 19 percent of
the campus population lives in zip code 92122, which encompasses University City. A
significant proportion of the University population lives off-campus yet within a relatively
short distance of campus. Slightly less than half of the University population, however,
does not live near campus.

2

Zip codes 92037, 92092, 92093, 92121, 92122.
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Table II-1

UC San Diego Enrollment Growth By Location
Fall 2002

Fall 2010

Fall 2020

22,300

25,700

29,100

2,600

3,850

4,600

Total Campus
Students
Faculty & Researcher
Staff

7,500

11,850

15,200

32,400

41,400

48,900

0

0

0

Faculty & Researcher

300

350

400

Staff

500

650

800

800

1,000

1,200

Total UCSD Population
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Students

Total Scripps
East Campus
Students

0

0

0

100

300

500

1,000

3,100

5,200

1,100

3,400

5,700

22,300

25,700

29,100

Faculty & Researcher

2,200

3,200

3,700

Staff

6,000

8,100

9,200

30,500

37,000

42,000

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Faculty & Researcher

84.6%

83.1%

80.4%

Staff

80.0%

68.4%

60.5%

94.1%

89.4%

85.9%

Faculty & Researcher
Staff
Total East Campus
West Campus
Students

Total West Campus
Percent on West Campus
Students

Total Campus Population
Source: UCSD.
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Figure II-1

UCSD East & West Campus Population
Current and Projected

60,000
50,000
40,000

East Campus
West Campus
SIO

30,000
20,000
10,000
0
2003

2020

Source: UCSD and Economics Research Associates

Figure II-2

UCSD Faculty, Student and Staff Population
Current and Projected

30,000
25,000
20,000
Faculty/Researchers
Students
Staff

15,000
10,000
5,000
0
2002/03

2015/16

Source: UCSD and Economics Research Associates
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Table II-2

Where the UCSD Population Lives
Based on Zip Code Distribution
Population

% of
Total Pop.

2,660
7,038
163
600
5,649
16,110

8.9%
23.5%
0.5%
2.0%
18.8%
53.7%

Camino del Mar n/o Carmel Valley
I-5 n/o SR-56
SR-56 e/o I-5
Carmel Mountain e/o I-5
Sorrento Valley e/o I-805
Mira Mesa e/o I-805
Eastgate Mall e/o I-805
Miramar e/o I-805
SR-52 e/o I-805
I-805 s/o SR-52
Genesee s/o SR-52
Regents s/o SR-52
I-5 s/o SR-52
Torrey Pines s/o Ardath
Total Pop. Outside Cordon Area1

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
13,879

1.0%
6.0%
4.5%
0.6%
1.1%
3.2%
1.0%
2.1%
6.0%
8.1%
1.5%
0.5%
7.9%
2.8%
46.3%

Total Population2

29,989

100.0%

Population Inside UCSD Cordon Area
Zip Code 92037
Zip Code 92092
Zip Code 92093
Zip Code 92121
Zip Code 92122
Total Pop. Inside Cordon Area1
Population Outside UCSD Cordon Area

1

Population as reported in LDRP study differs slightly from reported percentage distribution due to
rounding.
2

Total population based on campus population count at time of UCSD’s analysis, which is less than the
current count of 32,400.
Source: UCSD LDRP Study Area Analysis.
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The campus population trends have the following implications for the retail strategy:

1. The 48 percent increase in University population between Fall 2002 and the
end of the planning period will increase demand for retail services and space
significantly.
2. The proportionately greater increase in staff and faculty relative to students
could affect the character of future retail demand to some degree.
3. The fact that in Fall 2002 about 35 percent of all students live on campus, (a
number expected to increase to 50 percent eventually), and almost half of the
University population does not live near campus limits potential demand for
retail services on campus.

Neighborhood and Community Population Characteristics
This section highlights demographic and socioeconomic characteristics present in the
UCSD neighborhood and community. For purposes of this analysis, the neighborhood is
defined as the area within one mile from the center of campus, while the community is
defined as a ring outside of one mile but within three miles around the center of campus.3
Population & Household Growth

According to 2001 estimates by ESRI Business Information Solutions, the 2001 population
within one mile of UCSD was 15,300. More than a third of this population was living in
group-quarters (mostly student housing). For comparison, countywide, just 3 percent of
the population lives in group-quarters. ESRI projects the 2006 population at nearly 16,000,
which implies average growth of 0.9 percent per year during the 2001-2006 period. For
comparison, population countywide is projected to grow at an average rate of 1.6 percent
per year.
In 2001, there were 5,149 households within this one-mile ring, for an average household
size of 1.9 (compared with 2.7 countywide). ESRI projects that the number of households
will increase to nearly 5,500 by 2006, the equivalent of 1.3 percent growth per year, though
average household size is projected to remain at 1.9. In 2001, less than 40 percent of
households were family households. Countywide, more than two-thirds of households are
families. The smaller than average household size and low prevalence of family
households reflects the influence of the UCSD campus on area demographics.

3

9500 Gilman Drive was used as the central point.
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Table II-3

Population & Households
2001 Estimates & 2006 Projections
2001
Est.
Population
Population
Pop. in Group Quarters
Households
Households
Family Households
Av. Household Size
1

1 Mile Ring
2006
CAGR1
Proj. 2001-2006

1 to 3-Mile Band
2001
2006
CAGR1
Est.
Proj. 2001-2006

15,300
5,309

15,981
--

0.9%
n/a

49,635
569

53,413
--

1.5%
n/a

5,149
1,996
1.9

5,484
2,082
1.9

1.3%
0.8%
0.0%

22,397
11,565
2.2

24,079
12,236
2.2

1.5%
1.1%
0.0%

Compound annual growth rate.

Source: ESRI Business Information Solutions and Economics Research Associates.

ESRI estimated the 2001 population between one and three miles from campus at more
than 49,600, with just 569 persons in group-quarters. Between 2001 and 2006, population
in this market ring is projected to grow at an average rate of 1.5 percent per year, reaching
53,400. This growth rate is much higher than that projected for the one-mile ring, and is
comparable to the countywide population growth rate for the period.
In 2001, there were an estimated 22,400 households, with an average household size of 2.2
between one and three miles from campus. ESRI projects that the number of households
will increase at the same pace as population, which will keep household size relatively
constant. Slightly more than half of the households were family households, which is
higher than in the one-mile ring, but still noticeably lower than the countywide percentage.
Housing

In 2001, approximately 70 percent of occupied housing units were renter-occupied, and 30
percent were owner-occupied within the one-mile ring. ESRI projects that the proportion
of renters to owners will remain relatively stable through 2006. Within the one to three
mile band, a slight majority of occupied housing units were owner-occupied in 2001, and
projections show a similar distribution in 2006. For comparison, more than 56 percent of
homes are owner-occupied and just 44 percent are renter-occupied countywide.
Household and Individual Income

Average and median incomes in the one- and one to three mile market rings clearly show
the influence of the UCSD community. For example, average and median incomes in the
one-mile ring are basically comparable with those countywide. As shown in Table II-4
incomes in the one to three mile band are much higher than the estimated countywide
median of $47,657 in 2001.
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Table II-4

Income & Net Worth
2001 Estimates & 2006 Projections
2001 Estimate
% of
$
County

2006 Projection
% of
$
County

1-Mile Ring
Median Household Income
Average Household Income
Median Family Income
Average Family Income
Per Capita Income

$47,475
$64,958
$55,099
$72,739
$22,744

95%
101%
98%
103%
98%

$52,515
$74,970
$62,861
$85,619
$26,684

95%
102%
99%
105%
102%

1-3-Mile Band
Median Household Income
Average Household Income
Median Family Income
Average Family Income
Per Capita Income

$60,653
$79,812
$72,276
$91,445
$36,184

121%
124%
128%
130%
156%

$66,654
$91,582
$80,874
$105,150
$41,464

121%
124%
127%
129%
158%

Source: ESRI Business Information Solutions and Economics Research Associates.

The neighborhood and community population trends have the following implications for
the retail strategy:

1. The population living within one-mile, particularly the disproportionate share
of renters, provide an additional potential source of demand for some oncampus retail services if they could easily access the campus by transit or car
(which requires convenient parking).
2. Much of the neighborhood population, however, is students, faculty, and staff
who are already counted in the University population.
3. The community population has relatively high incomes and could be attracted
to the campus for unique retail goods (e.g. specialty books not available at
popular bookstores) combined with other campus programs available to the
general public.
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Off-Campus Retail Services
Fall 2002
There are seven retail centers with nearly 1,953,000 square feet of gross leasable area
(GLA) within three miles of the UCSD Campus. Figure II-3 illustrates the distribution of
this inventory within 1-mile of campus and within 1-3 miles of campus. “Leasable” or
“rentable” space is the amount of space that can be leased or rented to tenants in exchange
for occupancy. This usually includes the space where they operate their business and a
pro-rata share of common areas, but not all spaces within a building, such as space for
utilities and systems. Therefore, leasable or rentable area is less than total building square
footage. Three of these centers (containing 593,000 sq.ft. of GLA) are located within one
mile of campus. All seven retail centers have space available.
Figure II-3

Off Campus Retail Supply
0-3 Miles from Campus

1,400,000
1,200,000
1,000,000
Sq. Ft.

800,000

1-mile
1-3 miles

600,000
400,000
200,000
0
Existing

Proposed

Source: Economics Research Associates

Table II-5 presents selected characteristics of existing centers, and Figure II-4 shows their
locations.
Planned & Proposed

Currently, one major retail expansion is planned for the University City Community.
Westfield’s University Towne Center (UTC) is proposing to add approximately 750,000
square feet of retail space, which may include a multi-screen cinema complex and an
expansion of food court offerings. In addition to expanded retail space, the developer has
proposed 750 multi-family rental units on the site. The project is currently in the planning
Economics Research Associates
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Table II-5

Existing Retail Centers Near UCSD
GLA
Including
Anchors
20,000

Excluding
Anchors
20,000

100%
occupied

158,892

64,811

29

0.94

Space
available

414,500

108,070

36

1.671

Space
available

50,000

50,000

25

Kinko's,
Landmark
Theater, Sav-On Drug,
Strouds Linen Warehouse,
TFI Friday's Whole Foods
Market
AMC Theaters, Cost Plus
World
Market,
Good
Guys, Linens 'N Things,
Marshalls, Pier-1 Imports,
Ralph's
Grocery,
Ross
Dress for Less
None

1.9

Space
available

178,619

138,619

41

Albertson's

Super Regional

2.02

Space
available

1,058,040

464,024

160

Neighborhood

2.262

Space
available

72,645

32,645

19

1,952,696

878,169

320

Distance
(miles)*
0.62

Name
Villa Norte Shopping
Center

Type
Neighborhood

La Jolla Village Center

Community

0.76

La Jolla Village Square

Regional

Regents Marketplace

Neighborhood

Costa Verde Shopping
Center

Community

Westfield Shoppingtown
UTC
Colony Plaza Shopping
Center

Occupancy
Space
available

Total

# of
Stores
10

Anchor(s)
Spirits of St. Germain,
USA Mex Real Estate

Macy's,
Nordstrom,
Robinson's-May, Sears
Vons

*Distance from 9500 Gilman Drive (courtesy of MapQuest).
1

Center is 1.67 miles from the center of campus, but lies on the edge of campus directly across the street from UCSD Mesa Housing (married and graduate students).

2

Center is only 0.2 miles from La Jolla del Sol, grad student & faculty housing.

Source: 2002 Shopping Center Guide (National Research Bureau), MapQuest, and Economics Research Associates
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Figure II-4

Existing Centers Near UCSD – 1 and 3-Mile Rings

Source: ESRI Business Solutions, 2001 and Economics Research Associates
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stage and has not yet secured entitlements. Construction may begin in 2006 if the project
proceeds as planned.
Several office complexes in the University City community are planning additions and
expansions of first floor retail space; however, these spaces are oriented towards tenants
and their employees and would not aggressively serve the surrounding community.
Costa Verde Developers, developer of Costa Verde Center as well as two major residential
projects on the block bound by Nobel Drive, Regents Road, La Jolla Village Drive and
Genesee, currently has approval to construct a hotel on the north portion of that block. The
developer is considering replacing the hotel with residential development; however, the
additional traffic generation of the residential development over the hotel will be an issue
in the approvals process.
Finally, the Metropolitan Transit Development Board (MTDB) plans to extend the light
rail system to the University District. This new line is planned to have a station at La Jolla
Village Square, on the UCSD campus and one at University Town Center (UTC) area. The
La Jolla Village station will be one stop to the south of the campus, and the UTC station
will be two stops to the east of the campus station. While the new line will facilitate access
to campus, including on-campus retail services, it will make the popular and larger
shopping centers off campus more accessible to the campus population. Completion of
this new line is not expected until at least 2012.
The supply of retail space in the off-campus market area has the following implications for
the retail strategy:
1. The significant supply of retail space within one-mile of campus and the
availability of space provides competition for attracting commercial outlets
that want to serve the combined University and community populations.
2. The current lack of planned and proposed commercial projects within one-mile
of campus, and the challenges to securing approvals for additional private
commercial development in La Jolla , may present longer-term opportunities to
serve the growing campus population with on-campus retail outlets.
3. The large expansion proposed for University Towne Center would create one
of the largest retail concentrations in the county, representing a major
competitive force in the market area. However, because it is targeted to a
much higher income and broader market, its impact on campus retail
development will be limited.
4. The construction of a new light rail line with a station on-campus, projected to
be ten or more years in the future, will make the larger retail concentrations at
La Jolla Village and UTC more accessible to the campus population. The
current increment of campus retail expansion should not be influenced by the
transit consideration. However, expansions planned for the 2015 and beyond
time frame need to take the transit impact into consideration.
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Section III.

Campus Retail Characteristics

This section describes the existing state of campus retail at UCSD, including the campus
plan, the retail supply, recent performance of existing retail space, planned and proposed
additions to the existing supply, lease characteristics, and special considerations.

The Campus Plan
The Long Range Development Plan (LRDP), last approved by the Regents in 1989 and
expected to be updated in 2004, is the official development plan for UCSD. The Master
Plan, prepared in 1989, “details the conceptual guidance” of the LRDP. The Master Plan
identifies three major areas of the campus – the East Campus (east of Interstate 5), the
West Campus (west of Interstate 5), and the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
(southwest of West Campus and adjacent to the Pacific Ocean).

Guiding Principles
The Master Plan is organized according to five principles that guide planning and
development.
Neighborhoods

The Master Plan considers neighborhoods the “building block” of the campus and that
“development of campus should occur within neighborhoods.” The Plan identifies 23
neighborhoods, generally organized by college, major institution or facility, and
topography. It states that, “each neighborhood has its own mix of services and activities,
such as cafés, dining, recreation, copy and computer centers, lounges and exhibition
space.” The recommendations for the colleges, however, do not provide any guidance for
specific retail services and space.
Academic Corridors

The Master Plan identifies five academic corridors that traverse neighborhood boundaries
that link related academic disciplines and department facilities. The five corridors are
humanities; math, engineering & physics; life sciences; social sciences; and marine
sciences. The academic corridors do not come together at the University Center, but merge
at Muir College.
University Center

The Master Plan identifies the Camp Matthews area as the “town center” of campus life
and the focus of undergraduate programs that is easily accessible to both visitors to UCSD
and students in West Campus neighborhoods. This area is now known as University
Center. The Plan suggests that this area, in a “more urban, mixed-use setting,” could
become the active commercial district or quarter of campus life, with the “cafés,
bookstores, theaters, and street life” that border many universities.
The Park

The Master Plan illustrates an open space system that protects the campus’ natural
topography and links with other surrounding preserves to become a “major source of
UCSD’s identity.” The Plan identifies the steep slopes that frame the campus entrance of
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La Jolla Village Drive as undesirable for future development. The open space concept is
grouped into three categories: rustic, discrete, and transitional. The rustic landscape is
naturalistic and ecological. The discrete landscape is seen as the more urban landscape,
with plazas, neighborhood greens, and courtyards. The transitional landscape connects the
natural and man-made landscapes with major walks and common lawn areas and play
fields.
The Connections

The Master Plan identifies major and minor paths, roads, view corridors, landmarks, and
landscape features that connect UCSD’s parts to become a whole. The Connections
include pedestrian circulation, (including the “10 minute walk” standard that places
undergraduate classrooms within 10-minutes of each other), roads and campus entries,
traffic circulation, bicycle routes, parking, and view corridors. The Plan projected that 85
percent of traffic to the Western Campus would come from the east, mostly from Interstate
5 onto Genesee and La Jolla Village Drive and that the campus would have to provide
more structured parking facilities to accommodate demand as it grows, with shuttle buses
and mass transit to mitigate traffic impacts.

The Master Plan’s Implications for Retail
The UCSD Master Plan’s recommendations have some implications for the retail strategy:

1. The University Center is envisioned as the core for campus commercial life.
2. The neighborhoods, including the University Center as well as the colleges and
major institutions, should also offer their own mix of dining, services, and
activities.
3. The designated open space areas and recommended preservation of
topographical features by design preclude commercial development in
locations that might otherwise be considered, such as the campus entrance at
La Jolla Village Drive and the western side of Library Walk.
4. The vehicular connections do not reinforce the concentration of commercial
activity in the University Center, but the pedestrian and bicycle connections
do.
5. The suggested placement of parking structures does not reinforce the concept
of a commercial core. Parking that is planned at the periphery, while
providing convenient ingress and egress, may disperse the campus population
unless pedestrian and shuttle circulation systems, and the placement of
destinations relative to parking, take people through the core.
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Campus Retail Space
Existing Retail Space
There are more than 230,500 assignable square feet of retail and services space on the
UCSD campus, of which 161,000 square feet are food service, personal services and retail
spaces. “Assignable” space is the space assigned and occupied by a user. According to
campus planning and facility staff, “assignable” is approximately 65-70 percent of gross
building area, and 72-78 percent of leaseable area (assuming leasable is 90 percent of
gross), on average. The balance is typically considered businesses services such as copy
stores, travel agencies, banking facilities, post office, etc. These retail and service outlets
are listed in Appendix A-1 and displayed in Figure III-1.
The majority of this retail space is concentrated at the center of campus in the Price Center;
however, each college, professional school and research unit has its own food vendor,
coffee carts, and some have retail and service offerings.
Planned

With the recent passage of a student referendum increasing fees to expand the Price Center,
UCSD si planning major expansion of its retail and food service space on campus.
Including bank, Post Office and copy center, the currently planned expansion amounts to
nearly 90,000 ASF. As shown below, a large majority of this expansion is in the
University Center area.
Figure III-2 shows the estimated sales per assignable square foot at selected major UCSD
retail outlets during the 2001-02 academic year. As shown, retail sales per square foot
ranged from $300 to over $600 at the UCSD bookstore. The UCSD Bookstore estimates
even higher sales for the 2002-03 school year, approaching $700 per square foot of
assignable square foot due to Internet sales and a successful campaign to promote
computer sales to entering students. These sales figures reflect a healthy level of sales
performance.
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Figure III-1

UCSD Retail Map
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Table III-1

Planned Additional Retail Space for UCSD Campus
Units

ASF

20

64,185

North Campus
RIMAC II Sports Café & Convenience Store

2

4,500

School of Management Cafe

1

2,300

Roosevelt College Dining Hall

1

11,700

3

18,500

Other Areas
East Campus Cancer Center Café

1

2,400

SIO Conference Center Snack & Catering

1

1,200

La Jolla Playhouse & Education Center Café

1

3,600

3

7,200

University Center
Subtotal University Center Expansion

Subtotal North Campus

Subtotal Other Areas
Total Space Planned

89,885

Total Retail and Food Service Space

85,385

Source; UCSD.

Figure III-2

Estimated Sales Per ASF

$700
$600
$500
$400
$300
$200
$100
$0
UCSD
Bookstore

Birch
Aquarium
Bookstore

Sunshine
Store

Student
Center A
Retail

Price Center
Misc. Retail

Source: UCSD.
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Section IV.

Survey of Shopping Patterns and
Preferences

This section presents the key results of the survey administered to students and faculty and
staff regarding their shopping patterns and attitudes towards additional retail services at
UCSD. This survey, which was performed specifically for this assignment, adds to the
information collected during the analysis of the proposed Price Center expansion.

Methodology
The survey was conducted by the Social & Behavioral Research Institute at California
State University San Marcos under subcontract to ERA. The web-based survey was
conducted from May 1st to May 23rd of 2003. Separate samples were drawn from the
faculty, staff, graduate student and undergraduate student populations at UCSD. Those
individuals selected in the sample were sent e-mail messages inviting them to participate in
the web survey. The e-mail included a link that would launch the participant’s web
browser and take them directly to the web survey. The average amount of time spent by
participants to complete the survey was 17.4 minutes.
A total of 2,178 surveys were conducted across the four sample groups. Of the 1,323
faculty members invited by e-mail, 230 completed full surveys and 66 completed partial
surveys for a response rate of 22.4 percent. Of the 991 staff members invited by e-mail,
255 completed full surveys and 75 completed partial surveys for a response rate of 33.3
percent. Of the 11,580 students invited by e-mail, 1,693 completed full surveys and 131
completed partial surveys for a response rate of 15.8 percent . The student samples were
also designed so that the undergraduate student sample reflected appropriate proportions of
students within the various undergraduate colleges, while the graduate student sample
reflected appropriate proportions of students within the Medical School, and the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, versus other graduate programs. Both student samples were
designed to reflect the appropriate proportions of on-campus versus off-campus students.
The margin of error for the faculty sample is +/- 6.5 percent, for the staff sample is +/- 6.2
percent, and for the student sample is +/- 2.5 percent.

Survey Responses
Living and Travel Characteristics
•

Approximately 14 percent of students surveyed live at their permanent home, and
another 30 percent visit their permanent home at least once per month during the
school year.

A material number of students are gone on any given weekend, which diminishes the
potential consumer market during this time.
•

Only 6 percent of students surveyed live on-campus during the summer, and 34 percent
leave the county. Almost 53 percent report that they live in the same off-campus
location during the summer as during the school year.
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The potential consumer market declines precipitously during the summer months although
the summer programs partially offset this fall-off in population.
•

Almost 61 percent of off-campus undergraduates and 58 percent of off-campus
graduate students drive or carpool to campus; another 29 and 21 percent, respectively,
take transit. Approximately 82 percent of faculty and 80 percent of staff drive or car
pool, and only 3 percent and 8 percent respectively take transit.

The automobile is the primary mode of accessing the campus, which makes the access
points from parking lots and garages opportunity areas for retailing. Transit is a popular
mode for students and retailing at these access points should cater towards the student
population.
•

Students, faculty, and staff, on average spend between 4.5 and almost 5 days on
campus per week during the school year. The average number of days on campus for
faculty falls from 4.9 to 4.5 days during the summer, the average for sta ff falls
marginally from 4.6 to 4.5 days.

The University population, on average, spends a full work week on campus which creates a
regular and captured consumer market. Faculty and staff remain on-campus during the
summer and are the primary consumer group during this period.
•

As shown in Figure IV-1, a large majority of people drive, park and stay most of the
day, rather than go in and out of campus. Faculty and staff, in particular, tend to stay
on campus during the day. Proportionately, fewer off-campus undergraduates and
graduate students drive, but of those who do, many park then leave after classes or go
on and off campus

This pattern results in a captured consumer population, particularly among faculty and
staff. A plurality of off-campus students does not drive, and has less freedom to move on
and off campus. Among those students who do drive, many do leave campus during the
day and can access retail and dining establishments off-campus.
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Figure IV-1
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•

Two-thirds of the University population passes by Library Walk and the Price Center
at least 3-5 times per week. Only 14 percent passes by less than once per week.
However, this frequency is not across the board. Approximately 71 percent of faculty,
60 percent of staff, 52 percent of graduate students cite that they pass by these central
locations less than once or twice per week.

The existing commercial core of the campus has tremendous exposure to the University
populatio n -- particularly among undergraduate students. Many graduate students, faculty
and staff only traverse this area a few times per week or less. Retail outlets will orient
their merchandising and marketing to the dominant consumer market. Also, some services
need to be provided elsewhere on campus to serve the populations that do not frequent the
core.
•

As shown in Figure IV-2, few groups participate in on-campus activities during
weeknights, but many do occasionally (though not a majority). Undergraduates are
much more likely to participate in weeknight activities than any other group.

Weeknights are not active periods for entertainment or social activities, which discourages
entertainment outlets that need weeknight trade.
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Figure IV-2
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•

As shown in Figure IV-3, participation increases during Friday and Saturday nights,
but only marginally. Students are the primary source, particularly on-campus students.

While there is a more active consumer base during weekend nights than weeknight nights,
the difference is marginal. This may reflect insufficient activities, and/or a lack of interest.
Only a low minority share of the University campus market would support night-time
activities.
•

As shown in Figure IV-4, participation increases during the summer, except for
undergraduate students, most of who are away for summer vacation.

The nature of the campus population changes significantly during the summer, with a
greater presence of graduate students, faculty, and staff relative to undergraduate
students. This presents a marketing challenge for outlets that must cater to the larger
undergraduate student market and their preferences during the school year, then shift
gears to a smaller, but more prevalent graduate student, faculty, and staff market, and
their preferences, during the summer.
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Figure IV-3
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Figure IV-4
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Off-Campus Shopping Preferences
Retail and Non-food Items

•

For retail and non-food purchases, University Town Center was cited as the most
popular destination overall, particularly among students (39-40 percent), compared to
23 percent for staff and 34 percent for faculty. “Other Locations” was the most
popular location for staff, and second most cited for faculty and graduate students. The
second most cited destination for undergraduate students was “shop when visiting
parent’s home.” Fashion Valley in Mission Valley was the third most cited location
for undergraduate students, graduate students, and staff. The La Jolla Village Square
Area was the fourth most cited destination.

Open-ended responses by students indicate that areas near their parents’ homes, such as
Balboa and Genessee, Carlsbad, Carmel Mountain, Claremont, the Convoy area, Costa
Verde, Del Mar, Grossmont, Hillcrest, North County and South County are popular.
Specific stores, such as Costco, Fry’s Electronics, Target, REI, Ranch 99, and thrift stores
are also popular. Many students shop on–line.
Fashion Valley in Mission Valley was cited more often by off-campus students (16.9
percent) than on-campus students (6.8 percent). La Jolla Village Square Area was cited
more often by on-campus students (16.7 percent) than off-campus students (10.3 percent).
“Shop When Visiting Parents’ Home” was also cited by on-campus students (15.7 percent)
more often than off-campus students (9.9 percent).
Open-ended answers indicate that popular shopping locations for faculty and staff include
places and centers near home such as Carlsbad, Carmel Mountain, Claremont, Del Mar,
Kearney Mesa, La Mesa, Mira Mesa, Escondido, Hillcrest, and North County. Specific
stores such as Costco, Target, and Wal-Mart were also popular. Shopping on-line is also a
popular alternative for faculty and staff.
While nearby UTC is a popular destination for retail and non-food purchases, other
locations are popular, presumably because they are closer to where faculty, staff, and
students live, or, in the case of undergraduate students, where prices are more in line with
their incomes. The La Jolla Village Square area is not as popular for these items, except
among on-campus students. The on-campus students are more restricted to local retail
options than off-campus students, faculty, and staff.
•

For personal services, faculty and staff overwhelmingly cited “Other Locations,”
followed by La Jolla Village Square. Students cited La Jolla Village Square most
often (34-38 percent). “Shop When Visiting Parents’ Home” was second most popular
among undergraduate students (27 percent), and “Other Locations” was second most
popular among graduate students (31 percent). Open-ended responses for all groups
indicate that most personal services are purchased close to home.

While faculty and staff, and many graduate students, tend to purchase services in locations
that are not near campus, presumably near where they live, La Jolla Village Square Area
is popular among students for basic goods and services.
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Entertainment

•

For entertainment purchases, La Jolla Village Square was cited as the most popular
destination overall, particularly among students (32-39 percent), compared to 14
percent for staff and 29 percent for faculty. “Other Locations” was the most popular
location for staff and faculty, and second most cited for students. Fashion Valley and
Downtown/Gaslamp District were popular with all groups. Pacific Beach/Mission
Beach was popular with students, but not faculty and staff. Undergraduate students
and faculty also showed greater preference for UTC.
Downtown La Jolla was
somewhat popular with faculty (7 percent), but not students (2-4 percent), or staff (4
percent). On-campus locations were only cited by 7 percent of undergraduate students,
and only 2-4 percent of graduate students, faculty or staff.

While the La Jolla Village Square Area was the most popular entertainment location for
both undergraduate (43 percent) and off-campus students (29 percent), off-campus students
had more diversified preferences and cited Other Locations, Fashion Valley/Mission
Valley, Pacific Beach/Mission Beach, and Downtown/Gaslamp after La Jolla Village
Square. Undergraduates cited locations closer to campus next, such as UTC (13 percent)
and on-campus (12 percent). Only 4 percent of off-campus students cited on-campus
venues for entertainment.
Open-ended responses indicate that many people buy their entertainment close to home.
Faculty and staff often cited Hillcrest and Del Mar. Students often cited Hillcrest, areas
near home, especially movie theaters, areas near their parents’ homes, the beaches, Carmel
Mountain, Claremont, Del Mar, their friends’ homes, Mira Mesa, Los Angeles, Ocean
Beach, Mission Beach, Tijuana, and their own homes. Movie theaters are the most
popular destinations, and many mentioned bowling. The criteria used when choosing their
most preferred locations for entertainment are convenience, variety, and type of activity
offered.
La Jolla Village Square, which has the closest multi-screen theater, is the most popular
location, particularly for students. Faculty and staff, however, prefer other locations for
entertainment that are not near campus. For student customers, entertainment on campus
must compete not only with the commercial theater at La Jolla Village Square, but also
other major regional destinations, such as UTC, Fashion Valley/Mission Valley, Pacific
Beach/Mission Beach, and the Gaslamp District. Graduate students prefer these other
locations, as do a majority of undergraduate students, most of whom live off-campus. Even
among undergraduates, only a small minority cites on-campus venues as the preferred
location for entertainment. This may reflect insufficient entertainment offerings on
campus, but it may also represent a general preference for other, larger locations for
entertainment, particularly for the large majority of the University population that does not
live on campus.
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Shopping Expenditures
Retail and Services

•

On average, undergraduate students surveyed estimate that they spend $24 per week on
retail items and services. This is in addition to board portion for on-campus students.
Graduate students spend slightly more at $28 per week. Faculty estimate that they
spend almost $17 per work week, and staff spend $15. On-campus students spend less
on average ($20 per week) than off-campus students ($26 per week).

Students spend relatively little compared to the general population on retail items and
services, due to their limited incomes. For on-campus undergraduate students, this
amount is further reduced by their meal plan expenditures as part of the room and board
package. Faculty and staff also spend limited amounts during the work week, presumably
doing most of their shopping on weekends.
•

The average estimated share retail and services expenditures made on campus was 2326 percent of weekly expenditures among students and 24-31 percent of work week
expenditures among faculty and staff, although the estimates varied substantially. Oncampus students purchase a higher proportion of their retail and service expenditures
on campus (32 percent) than do off-campus students (23 percent).

UCSD only captures a minority share of weekly retail and service expenditures made by
the University population, with the balance of expenditures made off-campus. This
presents a limitation for campus retailing, but also an opportunity to increase market
share.
•

The top three reasons undergraduates do not spend more on campus for retail items and
services are: 1) Too Expensive (44 percent), 2) Limited Selection (21 percent), and 3)
Satisfied – Not Necessary (20 percent).

The top three reasons graduate students do not spend more on campus for retail items and
services are: 1) Satisfied – Not Necessary, 2) Too Expensive, and 3) Limited Selection.
The top three reasons faculty and staff do not spend more on campus on retail items and
services are: 1) Satisfied – Not Necessary, 2) Limited Selection, and 3) Inconvenient.
Boring shopping environments or poor quality was not cited often as a reason. The need to
get away from campus was cited among undergraduates (6 percent), and particularly
among on-campus students (10 percent).
Cost is a deterrent among students, but not faculty and staff. Outlets oriented towards the
student population may need to offer more items that are affordable to students. Also,
broadening the selection of retail goods and services and improving accessibility for
faculty and staff could help attract sales. However, despite these efforts, a large share of
the market is satisfied with the campus retail offerings and simply looks to off-campus
outlets for most of their needs.
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•

Faculty and staff’s open-ended suggestions for additional retail activities on-campus
include books and CDs, convenience goods, clothing, a pharmacy-general merchandise
outlet, dry cleaning, groceries, financial services, a barbershop or salon, and health
food, more interesting non-chain restaurants, and a sundry store. Some mentioned
specific stores such as Starbucks, Trader Joe’s, Wal-Mart, and Target, while many did
not want any more stores, especially chains.

Students’ open-ended responses include barbershops or salons, a bigger general
merchandise store, groceries with in-expensive food, clothing (without a UCSD logo), a
pharmacy, inexpensive staples, electronics, gifts, IKEA-type furnishings, health food,
music store, more restaurants, unique craft shop, surf and skate shops, and thrift and
vintage clothing stores (like Melrose in Los Angeles). Many, however, thought that the
existing retail offerings were just fine.
The retail strategy should seek to provide more personal services, expand general
merchandise offerings, include non-logo clothing, health food, and opportunities to
experiment with unique merchandise such as vintage clothing.
•

Faculty, staff, and students had similar open-ended suggestions for additional services
on-campus, primarily hair salons and barbershops, banking services, and dry-cleaning.
Fewer mentioned a spa and tanning salon, car wash, photo shop, and a laundromat.
Students emphasized low cost.

The retail strategy should emphasize improving personal services on campus.
Food and Beverage

•

On average, undergraduate students surveyed estimate that they spend $27 per week on
dining, in addition to meal plan expenditures. Graduate students spend more at $37 per
week. Faculty estimate that they spend almost $17 per work week, and staff spend $13
on lunch specifically. On campus students spend less on average ($19 per week) than
off-campus students ($33 per week).

Students spend more on food and beverage than retail items and services. Based on
estimated weekly expenditures, faculty and staff only buy their lunch a few times per week,
not every day.
•

The average estimated share of food and beverage expenditures made on campus was
32 percent of weekly expenditures among students and 64 percent of work week
expenditures among faculty and staff, although the estimates varied substantially. Offcampus students purchase a higher proportion of their weekly food and beverage
expenditures on campus (35 percent) than do on-campus students (32 percent).

Students, faculty, and staff buy a greater proportion of their food and beverage purchases
on campus than retail items and services, and they spend more per week on food and
beverage purchases than other retail items and services. The retail strategy should place
greater emphasis on food and beverages than any other single retail category.
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•

The top three reasons undergraduates do not spend more on campus for food and
beverages are: 1) Too Expensive (44 percent), 2) Limited Selection (21 percent), and
3) Satisfied – Not Necessary (20 percent). The top three reasons graduate students do
not spend more on campus on food and beverages are: 1) Too Expensive, 2) Satisfied –
Not Necessary, and 3) Limited Selection. Open-ended responses indicate that some
students eat closer to where they live or work, want to save money, consider the food
areas too crowded, or want more healthy and less commercial alternatives.

The reasons faculty and staff do not spend more on campus on food and beverages differ.
Both groups’ most cited reason is Satisfied – Not Necessary. “Other” is the second reason
for staff, followed by Too Expensive, and Limited Selection. Faculty’s second most cited
reason is Limited Selection, followed by “Other,” and Poor Quality. Open-ended
responses indicate that some faculty and staff do not spend more on campus because they
bring their lunch, do not have time, work off the main campus, or consider the lines too
long.
Boring shopping environments was not cited often as a reason. However, 10 percent of
graduate students and 7 percent of undergraduate students cited poor quality. The need to
get away from campus was more important to undergraduates (7 percent) than graduates (5
percent), and on-campus students (13 percent) than off-campus students (4 percent). Many
graduate students (7 percent) also cited inconvenience.
Food costs are still a concern among students, most of whom are on limited budgets. Also,
expanding selection and making food and beverage outlets more convenient for graduate
students, faculty, and staff would help increase sales. However, as with retail and services,
a large share of the market is satisfied with the campus retail offerings and simply looks to
off-campus outlets for most of their needs.
Entertainment

•

On average, undergraduate students surveyed estimate that they spend $13.50 per week
on entertainment. Graduate students spend more at $15 per week. Faculty estimate
that they spend almost $11 per work week, and staff spend $9 on entertainment. On
campus students spend less on average ($11 per week) than off-campus students ($15
per week).

The University population spends less on entertainment than any other retail category.
Students spend more during the week than faculty and staff spend during just the work
week. Like other items, off-campus students, with greater access to entertainment venues,
spend more.
•

The average estimated share of entertainment expenditures made on campus was 6-8
percent of weekly entertainment expenditures among students and 21-27 percent of
work week expenditures among faculty and staff, although the estimates varied
substantially. On-campus students purchase a higher proportion of their weekly
entertainment expenditures on campus (14 percent) than do off-campus students (5
percent).
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Given the relatively lower amount spent on entertainment, and the small percentage
captured by the campus, entertainment may not be an important anchor element for a
retail strategy, although improved and broader entertainment offerings may increase the
campus’ capture of retail expenditures, particularly among students.
•

The top three reasons undergraduates do not spend more on campus for entertainment
are: 1) Limited Selection (42 percent), 2) Need to Get Away from Campus (17
percent), and 3) Satisfied – Not Necessary (17 percent). The top three reasons
graduate students do not spend more on campus on entertainment are: 1) Limited
Selection (37 percent), 2) Satisfied – Not Necessary (20 percent), and 3) Desire to Get
Away from Campus (20 percent). On-campus students are much more likely to cite
the need to Get Away from Campus (24 percent) than are off-campus students (15
percent). The open-ended student responses indicate that some do not spend more on
campus because they live too far away, they are not interested, the campus does not
offer much that interests them, or they want to save money.

The reasons faculty do not spend more on campus for entertainment are: 1) Satisfied – Not
Necessary (35 percent), 2) Limited Selection (23 percent), and Other (16 percent). The
reasons staff do not spend more on campus on entertainment are: 1) Satisfied – Not
Necessary (31 percent), 2) Other (20 percent), and 3) Inconvenient (17 percent). The
open-ended responses by faculty and staff show that some people do not spend more on
entertainment on campus because UCSD is where they work not play, they go elsewhere
for entertainment with their families and friends closer to home, or they do not have time.
The retail strategy should attempt to expand entertainment offerings, particularly for the
on-campus population, but not look to entertainment as an anchor retail use given the
limited entertainment expenditures and propensity to purchase entertainment on-campus.
•

Faculty and staff’s open-ended suggestions for additional entertainment activities oncampus include a greater variety and more sophisticated films; more music and
concerts, such as jazz and classical music; plays, opera, and dance; comedy; bowling;
sports; video stores; lectures by noteworthy people; and places for students to simply
hang out.

Students’ open-ended responses include a better movie theater (with more show times, a
wider selection and more contemporary seating), a bowling alley, dance clubs, a better
arcade and game center, another pub, late night restaurants, more concerts, and more
lounges.
The retail strategy should consider an improved movie theater venue, a bowling alley and
game center, another dance club and pub, more concerts, and a late night restaurant.
Other Retail Items - Books and Supplies

•

On average, undergraduate students surveyed estimate that they spend $18.50 per week
on books and supplies, other than assigned textbooks. Graduate students spend less at
$15 per week. Off-campus students spend slightly more than on-campus, $18.50
versus $17.00.
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Undergraduate students spend more on books and supplies than on entertainment.
•

The average estimated share of books and supplies expenditures made on campus was
74 percent of weekly books and supply expenditures among undergraduate students
and 58 percent among graduate students, although the estimates varied substantially.
On-campus students spend a higher proportion of their weekly book and supply
expenditures on campus (75 percent) than do off-campus students (69 percent).

Students purchase a very high proportion of their book and supplies on campus. These
items are staples for the University population and should continue to be expanded as the
student University population grows.
•

The top three reasons undergraduates do not spend more on campus for goods and
supplie s are: 1) Too Expensive (51 percent), 2) Satisfied – Not Necessary (37 percent),
and Limited Selection (5 percent).

Expense is a major concern among students, though a large share is satisfied. These two
reasons are almost the exclusive reasons students do not buy more books and supplies on
campus.
Other Retail Items - Household Furnishings

•

On average, undergraduate students surveyed estimate that they spend $7.50 per week
on household furnishings. Graduate students spend $8.50 per week. Off-campus
students spend more than on-campus, $8.00 versus $6.50 per week.

Students spend little on household furnishing, the least among the categories queried.
•

The average estimated share of household furnishing expenditures made on campus
was just 5 percent of weekly expenditures among undergraduate students and 1 percent
among graduate students. On-campus students purchase a much higher proportion of
their weekly household furnishing expenditures on campus (12 percent) than do off
campus students (1 percent).

While the low proportion of expenditures on campus is attributable to the limited supply of
household furnishings, there appears little demand for new outlets on campus. Rather,
general merchandise outlets on campus should sell limited household furnishing.
•

The top three reasons students do not spend more on campus for household furnishings
are: 1) Limited Selection (37 percent), 2) Satisfied – Not Necessary (30 percent), and
Too Expensive (19 percent). On-campus students cited Limited Selection more than
off-campus students, (41 percent versus 35 percent). The open-ended responses
indicate that many students simply do not buy home furnishings because little is
available on campus, parents supply their needs, or they live simply and do not have
the money to spend.

The general merchandise outlets on campus may want to offer a broader selection of
household furnishing items rather than offer a specific household furnishings store.
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Other Retail Items - Clothing

•

On average, undergraduate students surveyed estimate that they spend $13 per week on
clothing. Graduate students spend $11.00 per week. Off-campus students spend
slightly more than on-campus students, $13.00 versus $12.00 per week.

Students spend a modest amount on clothing – the equivalent of one or two low-cost items
per month on average.
•

The average estimated share of clothing expenditures made on campus was just 5
percent of weekly expenditures among undergraduate students and 3 percent among
graduate students. On-campus students purchase a much higher proportion of their
weekly household clothing expenditures on campus (7 percent) than do off-campus
students (3 percent).

While the low proportion of expenditures on campus is attributable to the limited supply of
clothing, there appears little demand for new clothing outlets on campus because students
have limited discretionary income. Rather, general merchandise outlets on campus should
offer some clothing.
•

The top three reasons students do not spend more on campus for clothing are: 1)
Limited Selection (42 percent), 2) Too Expensive (26 percent), and Satisfied – Not
Necessary (19 percent). Off-campus students cite Limited Selection more than oncampus students. On-campus students cite Too Expensive more than off-campus
students. According to the open-ended answers, the reasons students do not spend
more on clothing on campus is because they prefer to buy clothing off campus, they do
not buy many clothes, they want clothes without the UCSD logo on it, or the clothes
offered are too expensive.

While clothing outlets may not be warranted, the general merchandise outlets on campus
may offer a greater selection of clothing to increase sales, especially lower cost clothing
without logos.
Retail Expenditures Summary

Table IV-1 presents a summary of average expenditures per week by UCSD students and
the percentage of weekly expenditures spent on campus during the school year.

On-Campus Shopping Preferences
Retail and Service Items

•

The UCSD Bookstore was overwhelmingly the top on-campus choice for retail items
and services (63 percent overall), especially among faculty (85 percent). The Sunshine
Store at the Price Center was the second most popular (19 percent overall). The
General Store at the Student Center was also a popular choice among students (12
percent), much more than among faculty and staff (3 percent).

There were some differences among the colleges. UCSD Bookstore and Groundwork
Books were disproportionately popular among Sixth College students, and the General
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Store at the Student Center was more popular among Revelle and Roosevelt students. The
UCSD Bookstore was much more popular among on-campus students (73 percent) than
off-campus students (53 percent), while the Sunshine Store was much more popular among
off-campus students (27 percent) than on-campus students (7 percent).
According to the open-ended responses, faculty and staff choose their preferred outlets
primarily because of convenience and locatio n, and secondarily because of variety and
selection. The same is true for students, except that students also cite affordable prices as
an important reason.
The most popular locations for retail items and services are within the campus core rather
than at the colleges. The on-campus students may be more dependent on the UCSD
Bookstore for general merchandise than off-campus students who can access more options
off-campus. Also, off-campus students may look to the Sunshine Store more often to buy
convenience items than do on-campus students, since many on-campus students can buy
convenience items at their college retail outlet.
Dining Preferences

•

The top ranked area on campus for dining out is the Price Center (45 percent overall),
although the preference was lower among faculty (32 percent). The second most cited
location was Sierra Summit among undergraduate students (10 percent), Club Med (17
percent) among graduate students, and miscellaneous coffee carts among faculty (20
percent) and staff (9 percent). The third most cited location was the Co-op among
undergraduates (9 percent), coffee carts among graduate students (9 percent), Earl’s Place
among faculty (13 percent), and None among staff.
There was a significant difference in responses between on-campus and off-campus
students. Off-campus students overwhelmingly cited the Price Center (62 percent),
followed by the Co-op (11 percent). Undergraduate students’ preferences were more
distributed, led by Sierra Summit (18 percent), followed by Canyon Vista (17 percent),
Foodworx at Pepper Canyon (15 percent), Oceanview Terrace at Marshall (14 percent),
Plaza Café (12 percent), and then Price Center (11 percent).
Responses by college also differed, with dining locations within or near certain colleges
more popular with students from those colleges. Sierra Summit was much more popular
among Muir students. Canyon Vista was more popular among Warren students. Plaza
Café was more popular among Revelle students. Foodworx at Pepper Canyon was more
popular among Roosevelt students. Oceanview Terrace was more popular among Marshall
students. Sixth College students almost evenly preferred Sierra Summit, Canyon Vista,
and Foodworx.
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Table IV-1

Summary Average Expenditures per Week
Average Expenditures Per Week By UCSD Students
Percentage of
Dollars Spent
Dollars per Purchases Made On Campus Per
Week
On Campus
Week
Retail and Personal Services
Undergraduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

18.77
26.06

32.8% $
23.4% $

6.16
6.10

Graduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

25.65
29.13

25.8% $
21.0% $

6.62
6.12

Food and Beverages
Undergraduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

16.01
32.59

33.8% $
31.2% $

5.41
10.17

Graduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

35.84
37.18

38.0% $
28.7% $

13.62
10.67

Entertainment
Undergraduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

11.00
14.65

14.5% $
5.3% $

1.59
0.78

Graduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

12.32
15.99

9.1% $
4.0% $

1.12
0.64

Books & Supplies
Undergraduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

16.93
19.18

79.7% $
70.1% $

13.49
13.45

Graduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

16.40
14.90

55.1% $
59.2% $

9.04
8.82

Household Furnishings
Undergraduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

6.46
8.03

14.4% $
1.4% $

0.93
0.11

Graduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

7.85
8.70

1.5% $
0.9% $

0.12
0.08

Clothing
Undergraduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

12.17
13.64

8.1% $
3.0% $

0.99
0.41

Graduate Students
On-Campus
Off-Campus

$
$

11.34
10.50

4.6% $
2.6% $

0.52
0.27

Source: SBRI and Economics Research Associates.
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The open-ended responses as to why people like their first choice indicate that faculty and
staff place highest priority on convenience. Students also place a very high priority on
convenience, but look for value and selection almost as much. Many students also look for
interesting places for people -watching.
Because of its central location, the Price Center is mostly popular among the University
population that lives off campus, including off-campus students, faculty, and staff. Since
the off-campus population is the large majority of the University community, the Price
Center is the most popular dining destination. Convenience is important to these groups,
which also explains the popularity of coffee carts. However, the University population that
lives on campus has diversified preferences. For them, the multiple dining options offered
by the college-neighborhood plan works.
•

Students dine out for lunch (74 percent), followed by snacks (53 percent), dinner (35
percent), and breakfast (14 percent). On-campus students were more inclined than offcampus students to dine out for breakfast and dinner. Among on-campus students, dinner
was cited slightly more often than lunch, (66 percent vs. 64 percent).
On average, faculty and staff estimate that they pay to eat lunch on campus over 7.5 times
per month, snack almost 5 times per month, eat breakfast 1.5 times per month, and dinner
just 0.5 times per month. Overall, a majority of faculty and staff leave campus for a mealrelated meeting or event less than once per week, and 24 percent said they never leave for
such events.
The most popular meal is lunch, especially given that a majority of University population
lives off-campus and has breakfast and dinner closer to home. Since dinner is more
popular with on-campus students, and their preferred locations are dispersed around
campus, dinner outlets should not be as centralized as outlets that emphasize lunch meals.
There should be little emphasis on dinner outlets, and only limited breakfast offerings, to
serve faculty and staff.

Ratings of Campus Retail and Dining Services
Figure IV-5 presents a summary of the proportion of respondents that was somewhat or
very dissatisfied with various retail services. The balance of responses are neutral,
somewhat satisfied, or very satisfied.
As shown, the greatest dissatisfaction is with food for home and personal services. The
least dissatisfaction is with books and supplies.
Entertainment

Overall, approximately 30 percent of respondents were somewhat or very dissatisfied with
entertainment offerings, particularly among undergraduate students, of whom 37 percent
were dissatisfied.
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Figure IV-5
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Figure IV-6

Satisfaction: Entertainment
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As shown in Figure IV-6, among students only, the proportion that was satisfied and the
proportion that was dissatisfied were approximately the same. Off-campus students were
slightly more dissatisfied than on-campus students.
Food for Home

Overall, approximately 53 percent of respondents were somewhat or very dissatisfied with
food for home offerings.
As shown in Figure IV-7, among students only, the proportion that was dissatisfied well
exceeded the proportion that was satisfied. Off-campus students were more dissatisfied
than on-campus students, 58 percent versus 53 percent.
Figure IV-7

Satisfaction: Food for Home
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Source: SBRI and Economics Research Associates.

Dining

Overall, approximately 36 percent of respondents were somewhat or very dissatisfied with
dining.
As shown in Figure IV-8, among students only, the proportion that was dissatisfied and the
proportion that was dissatisfied were approximately the same.
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Figure IV-8

Satisfaction: Dining
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Source: SBRI and Economics Research Associates.

Overall, approximately 51 percent of respondents were somewhat or very dissatisfied with
personal services.
As shown in Figure IV-9, among students only, the proportion that was satisfied well
exceeded the proportion that was dissatisfied. A higher proportion of on-campus students
was dissatisfied (58 percent) when compared to off-campus students (52 percent).
Books and Supplies

Overall, only 18 percent of respondents were somewhat or very satisfied with books and
supplies.
As shown in Figure IV-10, among students only, the proportion that was dissatisfied well
exceeded the proportion that was satisfied.
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Figure IV-9

Satisfaction: Personal Services
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Figure IV-10

Satisfaction: Books and Supplies
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Other Retail Goods

Overall, 38 percent of respondents were somewhat or very dissatisfied with other retail
goods.
As shown in Figure IV-11, among students only, the proportion that was dissatisfied well
exceeded the proportion that was satisfied.
Places to Socialize with Other Students

Overall, only 26 percent of respondents were somewhat or very dissatisfied with other
places to socialize with other students.
As shown in Figure IV-12, among students only, the proportion that was satisfied well
exceeded the proportion that was dissatisfied. On-campus students were more dissatisfied
(29 percent) than were off-campus students (24 percent).
Figure IV-11
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Figure IV-12

Satisfaction: Places to Socialize with Students
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Places to Socialize with Faculty

Overall, 32 percent of respondents were somewhat or very dissatisfied with other places to
socialize with faculty.
As shown in Figure IV-13, among students only, the proportion that was dissatisfied
exceeded the proportion that was satisfied. The proportions of on-campus and off-campus
students that were dissatisfied were similar, but a higher proportion of on-campus students
were neutral and a lower percentage was satisfied.
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Figure IV-13

Satisfaction: Places to Socialize with Faculty
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The levels of satisfaction have the following implications for the retail strategy:
1. Food-for-home and personal services are the retail areas that need the most
attention.
2. Other retail goods need attention as well, but given the high level of
satisfaction with books and supplies, these needs may be met by expanding the
product offerings at the general merchandise book stores.
3. The retail development strategy, particularly related to food and beverage,
could create more or improved environments for students and faculty to
interact.
4. Other areas, such as entertainment, need attention as well, but should be
mostly focused to serve the on-campus student population.
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Likelihood to Patronize
Survey respondents were asked the likelihood that they would patronize certain types of
retail and entertainment offerings if more and better ones were offered. People tend to
answer in the positive while answering this speculative question, so the relative difference
among categories is more informative than the actual percentages. Figure IV-14 presents
the overall percent that responded “Very Likely,” and Figure IV-15 presents the percent
that responded “Somewhat Likely.” Figure IV-16 presents the percent that responded
“Very Unlikely.”
Figure IV-14
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•

The highest “Very Likely” responses were for more places to dine out and places to
socialize with students. “Other Retail” received the lowest “Very Likely” response.

•

Entertainment was much more popular with undergraduates and on-campus students,
and least popula r among staff.

•

Food-for-home was also more popular among undergraduate and on-campus students,
and least popular among faculty.

•

Places to dine out were more similarly popular among the consumer groups, but, again,
more popular among undergraduate students.
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•

Personal services were less popular among graduate students and faculty, and more
popular among on-campus students.

•

Other retail goods were slightly more popular among staff and less popular among
graduate students, and much more popular among on-campus students.

•

“Places to socialize with students” was most popular among undergraduate students,
and least popular among faculty and staff.
This category showed the greatest
difference in “Very Likely” responses, from 29 percent for undergraduate students to 6
percent for staff. However, the differences between on-campus (29 percent) and offcampus students (26 percent) were among the least.

•

“Places to socialize with faculty” was least popular among graduate students, and more
popular among undergraduate students. On-campus and off-campus students had
similar responses (19 percent).

Figure IV-15
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Figure IV-16

Very Unlikely to Patronize
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The levels of interest to patronize more and better retail outlets have the following
implications for the retail strategy:
1. Efforts to add outlets for dining-out, create places to socialize, provide
entertainment, and offer personal services would probably get the most
consumer response.
2. While people of all groups are almost as likely to visit additional places for
dining out, places to socialize and entertainment should target undergraduate
students, and personal services and food-for-home should target on-campus
students.
3. The retail development strategy, particularly related to food and beverage,
could create more or improved environments for students and faculty to
interact.
4. Other areas, such as entertainment, need attention as well, but should be
mostly focused to serve the on-campus student population.
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Triton Card Use
Some students use the Triton Card, a debit card that is accepted within the University and
at a few locations off campus. UCSD is attempting to expand the number and variety of
off-campus outlets that would accept the card.
•

Approximately 32 percent of students surveyed said that they use the Triton Card. The
Triton Card is more popular with undergraduate students (36 percent) than graduate
students (13 percent). On-campus students (37 percent) are slightly more likely to use
the Triton Card than off-campus students (29 percent).

•

When asked if acceptance of the Triton Card at more locations off campus would
affect their buying habits (i.e. shop more off-campus), 32 percent of students said that a
greater proportion of their purchases would be with the Triton Card, while two-thirds
said there would probably be no or little effect. Undergraduates (36 percent) were
more likely to anticipate an effect than graduate students (11 percent). On-campus
students were more likely to anticipate an effect (41 percent) than off-campus students
(28 percent).

Expanding the Triton Card’s use may affect the buying habits of a third of the student
market, and may make off-campus outlets more competitive by facilitating transactions.
However, it would probably not have a major effect on on-campus retailing potential.

Attitudes Toward Campus Retail Development
Survey respondents were asked to comment on selected retail concepts to test their initial
attitudes, as shown in Table IV-2. These concepts are not mutually exclusive. The
possible responses were: 1) Very Favorable, 2) Somewhat Favorable, 3) Neutral, 4)
Somewhat Favorable, and 5) Very Unfavorable. Table IV-2 presents the mean score for
each group.
The following retail concepts were presented:
•

A retail strategy that emphasizes concentrating retail, entertainment, and services in the
campus core, with some convenience services at the colleges and institutions;

•

A decentralized retail strategy that distributes retail services around the various
colleges and institutes;

•

Placing retail development within the vicinity of Library Walk;

•

Creating a “Main Street” retail environment in a mixed-use setting;

•

Adding more familiar retail chains;

•

Using retail to create more opportunities for the University community and general
public to interact;

•

No more retail on campus.
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As shown in Table IV-2, the responses varied by consumer group. The lower the score, the
more favorable the average response. A score of 1 is Very Favorable and a score 5 is Very
Unfavorable. A score of 3 is neutral. Most average scores skewed toward the favorable.
The bank and post office expansion, at 1,000 square feet each, are not considered retail
space in this analysis.
Table IV-2

Response to Retail Concepts
Mean Opinion Scores on Retail Development

Campus Score
Distributed Around Colleges
Library Walk
Main Street Service
More Familiar Chains and
Outlets
General Public and University
Community
Nothing More on Campus

UnderOn
Off
graduate Graduate Campus Campus
Staff Student Student Students Students
2.41
2.11
2.28
2.11
2.16
2.35
2.53
2.63
2.41
2.61
2.68
2.32
2.62
2.39
2.36
2.78
2.58
2.95
2.57
2.68
2.91
2.42
3.01
2.38
2.58

Faculty
2.51
2.37
2.87
2.98
3.47
3.02

2.95

2.57

2.94

2.60

2.65

3.17

3.21

3.37

3.07

3.52

3.23

Note: Lower scores reflect greater support – 1 – Very Favorable, 5 = Very Unfavorable.
Source: SBRI and Economics Research Associates.

The responses lead to the following observations:
•

All groups were favorable towards a more centralized strategy that places a few
convenience services at the colleges and institutes, but with most of the retail services
at the core campus – a score of 2.2 overall.

•

All groups were also generally favorable towards a strategy that decentralized retail
offerings – a score of 2.5 overall – but less so than a campus core approach.

•

Students were slightly more supportive of a campus core approach; faculty and staff
tend to favor by a slight margin the more distributed approach.

•

All groups were generally favorable towards a strategy that included retail
development within the vicinity of Library Walk – a score of 2.47 overall. Students
were more favorable towards this approach than were faculty and staff.

•

All groups were generally unfavorable to the notion of not adding retail services at all
– a score of 3.3 overall. In other words, all groups favored adding retail services.

•

All groups were either neutral or somewhat favorable towards creating places where
the University community can mingle with the general public, though not as favorable
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as other concepts – a score of 2.7 overall. Undergraduate students were more
supportive of this approach than were faculty, staff, and graduate students, who tended
toward a neutral position on average.
•

Overall, the strategy of providing more familiar chain stores received a slightly
favorable rating of 2.7. However, the diversity of opinion was greatest regarding this
concept. Faculty overall was somewhat unfavorable and graduate students and staff
were generally neutral. Undergraduate students were the only group that was generally
favorable.

•

The consumer groups were generally favorable towards developing a mixed-use,
“Main Street” retail environment, although not as strongly as some of the more general
concepts presented – a score of 2.7 overall. Faculty and graduate students were
generally neutral, while staff was slightly more supportive. Undergraduates were the
most supportive, but only modestly.

The responses to different concepts have the following implications for the retail strategy:
1. The University population generally supports more retail services.
2. The strong core concept would best serve the undergraduate student population,
off-campus students, and a large share of other groups. The decentralized
services concept would best serve faculty and staff.
3. A mixed-strategy of a strong retail core combined with selected retail services
that are decentralized and located in the colleges and certain institutions is the
preferred approach.
4. Chain outlets are desired by undergraduate students, but are less desired by
others. A strategy should be careful regarding the extent to which it promotes
chain tenants and where they are placed.
5. Attitudes regarding a “Main Street” environment in a mixed-use district, perhaps
conducive to interacting with the general public, is neutral to modestly
supported, but is not a strong priority.
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Section V.

Focus Groups

ERA conducted focus group sessions with undergraduates from each college, graduate
students, and the deans of five of the colleges. Interviews were also conducted with the
Provosts. Five student focus groups were held. Participants were randomly asked to
participate among those who responded in the survey a willingness to participate. Some
participants were added through the efforts of student representatives on this study’s
steering committee to ensure a range of representation. Students represented freshmen
through senior undergraduates, graduate students, students living on-campus, students
living off-campus, and students affiliated with each of the colleges. The purpose of these
focus group meetings was to obtain a qualitative understanding of the perceptions and
issues related to retail services at UCSD, and to have a format where ideas could be
exchanged and discussed. The input received, though informative, should not be projected
to the student population, or its sub-groups, as a whole because of the inherent bias in
focus group formats and limited representation.
This section summarizes the recurring themes that emerged during the series of meetings,
followed by detailed comments from each meeting. Several strong themes emerged during
the series of focus groups. Some of the themes were virtually unanimous, with no
opposing input while other themes received mixed or conflicting input.

Unanimous Feedback
Overall, most students stated that they were generally satisfied with on-campus retail and
food offerings; however, there was a set of concerns. The recurring and virtually
unanimous concerns were price, hours of operation, lack of grocerie s and sundry items,
and boredom with existing options. These concerns are discussed below.

Price
All but one group expressed concern regarding the cost of on-campus retail goods, food
and services. These discussions were primarily focused on the fast food prices at Price
Center, which students perceive to be both too high, and higher than found at the same
chains just off campus (Subway, Rubio’s, and Jamba Juice were cited as examples). Prices
at the dining halls received some attention as well. Though dining hall prices were
perceived to be lower than at Price Center, even students using meal points said that it was
difficult to afford three meals a day there. Students expressed most dissatisfaction with the
prices at outlets that they perceived to be linked to UCSD, and most satisfaction with
outlets they perceived to be independents, such as The Grove and The Co-op. Some
students said that they appreciate that UCSD is trying to increase the quality of food by
bringing in more national chains (Panda Express, Subway), but that these higher quality
outlets result in higher prices that they cannot afford. As one student put it, “Students will
eat Tupperware if it is cheap.”
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Hours of Operation
Hours of operation presented a problem for both undergraduates and graduate students.
Undergraduates pointed to the lack of late-night food, retail and entertainment options in
the surrounding community, as the primary reason students need these on campus. Off
campus, it was noted that the only thing to do after midnight is go to Ralph’s. On campus,
the popularity of Ocean View Terrace rested not on its sweeping ocean view, but rather on
its 1 a.m. closing time. Students stressed a need for both food and entertainment options
late at night (most students felt that late night options should be open until at least 2 a.m.).
The undergraduates felt that the “Main Street” concept would help address this problem if
it offered some 18- to 24- hour food and entertainment options.
Graduate students, especially those in the sciences, generally spend long hours on campus
year-round, including weekend nights. These students expressed the need for soda, snacks
and coffee after hours and mentioned the lack of vending machines on campus or the fact
that they are often empty by Sunday, forcing graduate students to go off campus for a Coke
or coffee.

Lack of Groceries/Sundries On Campus
Both undergraduate and graduate students agreed that there is a need for groceries and
sundry items (soap, shampoo, toothpaste) on campus. Undergraduate students pointed to
the increasing trend away from dorms in favor of on-campus apartments, meaning that
more students have the ability to cook for themselves. Yet, they pointed out, there is no
location on campus to obtain even the most basic cooking staples. They were also
dissatisfied with the lack of fresh fruits and vegetables on campus. According to student
comments, the few fresh items available in the dining halls are priced very high ($1 for an
apple, for example), which encourages them to eat less healthy, processed foods, which are
cheaper.
Undergrads and grads both agreed that a regular farmer’s market is highly desirable, and
felt that it would provide the best value: fresh produce at affordable prices.
Undergraduates, especially freshman and students without cars, voiced the need for
reasonably priced toiletry items on campus. Students said that these items are currently
sold in only a few places on campus, that the current selection is too limited, and that they
are very overpriced.
The graduate students said that they often spend long hours on campus, and have little time
during the week to buy groceries. The said that they would like a place on campus to buy
groceries, which they could utilize during the day (storing cold goods in laboratory and
office fridges), saving them an extra late-night stop on the way home.

Boredom with Existing Options
Many students expressed boredom with existing on-campus food options. They eat most
of their weekday meals on campus, and price and personal tastes further limit meal
choices. The students liked the idea of giving each dining hall a theme, which would allow
them to occasionally add variety to their diet by trekking to another college. The students
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suggested that if this is implemented, the themed foods should be in addition to regular
dining hall options (rather than making all options at a given dining hall themed).
Furthermore, themed food items should occur on a regular schedule because students will
be more likely to venture to other colleges if they can be assured that the item they are
making the trip for will be served.

Mixed Input
Several issues, however, did generate conflicting input. These topics included chainsversus independents and central versus dispersed approaches towards providing retail
services.

Main Street Concept
Undergraduates and graduate students alike expressed enthusiasm for the Main Street
concept, especially if it offered late-night options. Undergraduates felt that this would add
much needed vitality to campus. The planned Music and Performing Arts building will
add evening vitality to the campus when it is completed.
While graduate students liked the idea of being able to get a cup of coffee or a soda late at
night in a centralized location on campus, they reacted negatively to the incorporation of
graduate student housing above the “Main Street”. Though they agreed that some graduate
students would be willing to accept the noise and activity due to the extremely tight
housing market in San Diego, they said that most would move to other housing as soon as
possible .

Centralized versus Dispersed
Focus Groups and individual interview discussions were also held with a number of
Provosts, Deans and Vice Chancellors representing the UCSD Residential Colleges, the
Administrative Management of the University and other specific areas of responsibility
such as Student Affairs, Resource Management and Planning, Real Estate Development,
Physical Planning and the UCSD Bookstore. The issues discussed with each of these
individuals followed a consistent format to gather comparative answers, opinions and
responses to the same questions and concerns. Because these focus groups were held after
most of the student focus groups had been completed, it was possible to both compare
student opinions with those expressed by the University’s administrative staff, as well as
provide the opportunity to elicit reactions and statements on the same issues (such as
centralization of retail offerings vs. food and retail facilities dispersed throughout the
Residential Colleges).
While there were a number of areas of agreement between students and administrators –
the need for more choices and alternatives for food service and entertainment, concerns
about affordability and pricing by current operators, and the desire to provide more venues
for student activities and entertainment (such as music, films and dancing), ERA also
found fairly significant areas of disagreement on how to best meet those needs. One area
of disagreement concerned whether new offerings should be clustered in a location central
to the campus or located throughout the campus in the residential colleges. ERA found a
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particular disparity in opinions about beliefs ni the appropriate role of the residential
colleges between students and some administrators.
It was mentioned in several discussions that faculty and administration members do not
agree on the future direction of retail placement and the roles of the residential colleges. In
most of the discussions, the original intent of the residential college system at UCSD was
mentioned, particularly by those administrators who remain convinced that any effort to
centralize retail and food service offerings would undermine the integrity of the residential
college approach. Alternatively, other administrators commented that the residential
college system can achieve many, but not all aspects of a complete “student life” on
campus, but also believed that the separate identities and locations of the colleges can
make it difficult for students to also feel a larger connection to UCSD as a total experience,
particularly for first and second year students who tend to live on campus and do not have
the same degree of mobilit y as upper classmen, who have their own cars.
ERA’s interviews and discussions suggest that centralization of retail services vs. dispersed
offerings in the residential colleges is a point of clear disagreement among senior staff at
UCSD. As described in the previous section, student opinions were almost completely
consistent in a preference for centralized offerings.
However, administration members who are concerned about potential dilution of the
impact of the residential colleges if services are centralized were very strong in their
opinions that retail and services should not be centralized, suggesting that it would weaken
the sense of belonging and variety of available goods and services if a cluster of goods and
services were added to the central campus. The belief of a limited number of
administration members was that no further centralization should occur at UCSD, student
opinions notwithstanding. This was a more dramatic disconnect between expressed
student views and that of the administration than ERA had suspected, and seems grounded
in the belief by some that centralizing services would damage the impact of the residential
colleges on student life.
The general student responses, in contrast, had been that the residential colleges serve an
important purpose, particularly for freshmen and sophomores, but the facilities in the
colleges are neither varied enough or close enough together to foster a unified sense of
community throughout the UCSD student body. The value of the colleges was recognized
to a point, but the students want more than the college system alone is able to provide.
This view was also expressed by a number of the University administrators interviewed,
who said that the students in their colleges want more entertainment opportunities on
campus (especially a place to dance, more films, more places to eat, and additional types of
merchandise at the University store. They also commented that, absent a major sports
program comparable to other universities in the state, UCSD does not have enough venues
by which a strong sense of campus-wide community and interaction between colleges can
be fostered.
In ERA’s view, it will be important to bring both positions (pro-centralized retail vs. decentralized in the colleges) closer together if the implementation strategy of the retail
Strategy Plan is to succeed. There is not enough market demand to both centralize and
decentralize significant additional retail and services for students and faculty. The majority
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of those interviewed felt that a cluster of new retail, entertainment and services located
near the central campus would better serve the market than dispersing new uses throughout
the campus in the residential colleges.

What Students Want
The following list presents a list of items that many students asked for.
Food
Item/Restaurant
Roberto's, El Cotixan

Retail/Services
Haircut

Entertainment
Bowling

Other Input
Lower prices

Ice Cream (especially
Golden Spoon)

More ATMs

Video game
consoles for dorm
lounges (for
student check-out)

Late-night hours
(at least until 2
a.m.)

Vegetarian/vegan

Gifts/party supplies

Cheaper movie
rentals

Prefer local chains
to national chains

In & Out Burger
Fresh fruits &
vegetables/Farmer's
Market
Jack In The Box
Ethnic food
(Vietnamese, Thai,
Indian)
Starbucks
Diddy Reese Cookies
Wahoo's Fish Tacos
Coffee Bean & Tea
Leaf
Boba Tea
Trader Joe's
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Section VI.

Projected Demand/Supply Analysis

In determining the amount of retail and food service space needed on campus, ERA
designed a spreadsheet based demand model. We then applied this model to the different
geographic areas and different colleges on the UCSD campus. The conclusions of the
analysis are summarized in Table I-1, and the building blocks leading to the conclusions
are detailed in Appendix Tables B-2 through B-21. The analysis uses the 2002-03
academic year as the base year and forecasts additional retail space needed in 2010-11, as
representative of a mid-point to the campus’ long term growth target, and 2020-21, as
representative of reaching the long-term growth target.

Conclusions
In determining the amount of retail and food service space needed on campus, ERA
designed a spreadsheet based demand model which incorporated: 1) The population growth
forecast by location on campus, 2) Student enrollment growth by college and by on- versus
off-campus residency, 3) Spending per capita by major retail category for students and
faculty/staff in accordance to our survey results, and 4) The current retail space and dollar
volume by establishment at various campus locations.
Based upon a comparison of the existing supply of space to current and future demand, the
UCSD campus needs an additional 56,000 assignable square feet of space immediately,
and this space shortfall grows to 113,000 ASF by approximately 2010. In this analysis,
ERA assumed that the midpoint between the current enrollment level and the long-term
enrollment forecast would be reached in 2010. The planned expansion of 85,400 ASF will
largely satisfy both the current shortfall and much of the projected demand growth to 2010.
The remaining demand by 2010 is large at East Campus (9,100 ASF), Sixth College (6,300
ASF) and Birch Aquarium (4,200 ASF) assuming a rebound of visitor growth as the
economy recovers.
When the University reaches its long-term enrollment forecast, which ERA has assumed to
be the year 2020, the campus retail demand will exceed existing and currently planned
supply by 53,800 ASF. About 40 percent of this projected shortfall will be in the
University Center area. While the University should incorporate this next level of retail
expansion into its campus master planning decisions, the specific development of
additional retail space beyond the projected 2010 demand should await three
considerations:
•

The actual enrollment growth of the campus.

•

The success of the overall campus retail environment a few years after the currently
planned expansions have all been completed as measured by consumer satisfaction,
financial performance, and enhancement of the campus community.

•

The retail impact of the campus light rail connection to La Jolla Village Center and
University Town Center are better understood.
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The details of the additional space needs to 2010 as compared the currently planned
expansion are discussed by specific area below:
•

The University Center/Student Center area could support an additional 35,700 ASF
immediately and this excess demand grows to 63,100 ASF by 2010. The planned
expansions at the Price Center and Student Center will add 59,700 ASF of retail and
food service space, and this expansion should satisfy most of the projected demand
until 2010.

•

Three of the older colleges have more than sufficient retail and food service space.
They are Warren, Muir and Revelle Colleges, and no additional space should be added
at these colleges.

•

Roosevelt College (ERC) opened 11,700 ASF of new space as part of its North
Campus development. According to ERA’s demand model, ERC will need 8,500 ASF
by 2010 and 14,000 ASF when it is fully occupied. Thus the recently opened retail
space in the North Campus development should satisfy demand several years after
2010, but may need slightly more space, 2,300 ASF, by 2020.

•

Marshall College should add 2,400 ASF, and Sixth College should add 7,000 ASF.

•

RIMAC is planning 4,500 ASF sport café and convenience store. This is sized
correctly for current demand, but the demand at RIMAC II will increase to 5,500 ASF
by 2010 and 6,500 ASF by 2020. The planned School of Management is also planning
a 2,300 ASF café as part of its new North Campus facility. The RIMAC, School of
Management, and Roosevelt Colleges’ retail space together should be sufficient to
service projected demand for the North Campus area.

•

Torrey Pines North and South generates effective demand for approximately 550 or
600 ASF. It currently has a Cups Café of 465 ASF. The additional North Campus
food service and retail development at ERC and RIMAC II may be able to provide
some additional service to the population at Torrey Pines, which enjoys very limited
food service options.

•

Assuming that the current temporary food service facility is replaced, Birch Aquarium
needs a permanent 1,800 square foot café and 2,700 square feet of additional book/gift
store space. This conclusion assumes that visitor attendance at Birch Aquarium will
grow from the current level of 220,000 per year to 250,000.

•

The Scripps campus should be able to support a new permanent restaurant/café of
1,500 ASF, and this café would replace Snackropolis. Current plans for the Scripps
Conference Center include a café and catering facility of 1,200 ASF.

•

The East Campus, which includes the Health Sciences Neighborhood, the Science
Research Park and future site of Extended Studies will need approximately 14,000
additional square feet at build-out. Much of this additional space is for an expanded
pharmacy, gift shop and eye center. The café planned for the Cancer Center was taken
into consideration in this analysis.
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The Analysis Steps
The key building blocks of the analysis are as follows:
•

UCSD enrollment and population forecast (Table B-2).

•

The enrollment growth forecast by location on campus (Table B-3).

•

The performance of ten selected campus bookstores in addition to UCI (Table B-4).

•

A detailed break down of the retail and food service space currently planned for the
campus (B-5).

•

Student enrollment growth by college and by on- versus off- campus residency (Table
B-6)

•

Spending per capita by major retail category for students (on- and off- campus) and
faculty/staff in accordance with the survey results (Table B-7).

•

The existing food service and retail space by establishment at the six undergraduate
colleges (Table B-8).

•

The retail and food service space demand versus supply comparison for the six
undergraduate colleges (Tables B-9 through B-14).

•

The current retail space and dollar volume by establishment at University Center and
Student Center (Table B-15).

•

The space demand versus supply comparison for the University Center/Student Center
area (Table B-16).

•

Demand for food service and convenience retail at RIMAC II (B-17).

•

The existing food service and retail space by establishment at Scripps and East
Campus (Table B-18).

•

Demand for additional space at Scripps and Birch Aquarium (Table B-19).

•

Demand for additional space at East Campus (Table B-20).

•

Demand for additional space at Torrey Pines (Table B-21).

In computing demand for space, ERA applied the following assignable sales per square
foot (ASF) factors to convert annual sales into effective square footage demand. The
conversion factors used varied somewhat with the strength of location.
•

Food service - $300 to $320

•

Retail and personal services - $200 to $275
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•

Books and supplies - $550

•

Clothing - $300

•

Furniture and household items - $250

•

Entertainment venues - $200
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Section VII.

Leasing Issues

Lease Characteristics
ERA reviewed current lease agreements with a number of commercial tenants who operate
food and beverage and consumer services on the campus. Of the sixteen leases reviewed,
ten were for food and beverage operations in the Price Center and other campus locations,
four were agreements with financial institutions who operate Automatic Teller Machines
(ATMs) at UCSD, and the remaining two were for the campus Travel Agency and seasonal
flower vending operations.
ERA found that the University has negotiated (and/or amended) leases with commercial
tenants that are in line with general retail industry standards, both in the structure of the
leases and in the level of achieved base and percentage rents [that is, tenants are required to
pay a ‘guaranteed’ rent, usually calculated on a rental rate per square foot (psf) per month
or year; a number of tenants also pay a percentage of sales over a pre-established amount
of monthly or annual sales, sometimes called an ‘overage’]. In some cases, the tenants pay
either a percentage of sales or a fixed rent-per-square-foot, whichever is greater; this is
another common industry practice that establishes a reasonable level of guaranteed annual
revenues for UCSD. ERA found that the base and percentage rents set in the leases fall
within reasonable industry standards for these categories of retail and food service.
Paralleling lease agreements in malls and in other public institutional settings, tenants are
responsible for their own improvements within the leased space (fixtures, equipment,
distribution of utilities inside the demised or leased space, interior finishes, etc.).
According to the leases reviewed, almost all of the concession utilities are separately
metered at the leased space so that tenants pay their own utilities costs. In general, ERA
found that the University has negotiated lease terms that reflect general commercial
conditions and retail leases in non-University settings.
The relationships that result in differences in lease terms (size of space, volume of annual
sales, length of lease, etc.) were appropriately applied to the UCSD leases as well. ERA
suggests that the University continue its aggressive, but fair process of lease negotiations
as the retail program is expanded, both as a means to generate revenues to the University,
as well as to provide a fair basis for negotiating with tenants within a professional context
that will affirm the University’s role as a reasonable, but industry-knowledgeable landlord.
For the food service locations at the Price Center, food and beverage tenants are expected
to pay proportionate shares of Common Area Maintenance (CAM) costs for the required
costs of maintenance, cleaning and bussing of tables, or are charged on a proportionate
basis based on the amount of the tenant’s gross sales relative to the gross sales of other
CAM-paying tenants. Food service tenants operating on the UCSD campus who also have
other food and beverage operations in the San Diego area are subject to pricing restrictions
in their on-campus locations such that prices charged at UCSD are required to be equal to
or less than prices charged at the operator’s other San Diego-area locations.
As a general comment on current leasing practices, ERA found that the UCSD retail
concession agreements are consistent with general industry practices and have been
structured in a manner that is fair to the operators as well as generating revenues for the
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University through the lease agreements. ERA recommends that the current approaches
adopted by the University in structuring its retail and commercial leases be continued in
future negotiations. The varying approaches toward lease structure – guaranteed base rent
plus a percentage of sales after a pre-established break point, percentage only leases, or flat
rents based on sales projections – are appropriate for the sales volumes generated by
locations on campus. They are also appropriate for some types of retailers (such as chainaffiliated food and beverage operators), who expect a more conventional lease structure
similar to what they might negotiate in a mall or mixed-use commercial project. ERA
recognizes that the University has successfully negotiated rental levels and terms with its
current tenant base. We believe that, given this track record, it is likely that the University
will negotiate similarly appropriate leases with future tenants in the retail expansion sites.

Leasing Policy
The overall leasing policy for the UCSD campus should incorporate a comprehensive list
of considerations, approaches and responsibilities. These include:
•

Financial benefits of granting exclusive operating rights

•

Potential for cross subsidies like the current practice with the Credit Union

•

Competitive differences between commercial operations and campus-owned operations
(such as the UCSD bookstore and the copy centers)

•

Labor rates and wages resulting from political initiatives such as Living Wage
Requirements

•

Public/private partnerships

•

Student-owned operations

•

The opportunity for a farmer’s market on campus

Each of these issues is summarized in the following text.

Financial Benefits of Granting Exclusive Operating Rights
Over the past ten years, many U.S. colleges and universities have sought agreements with
sponsors, companies or product manufacturers and distributors in exchange for granting
them exclusive rights to provide goods and services on campuses across the country. The
momentum for these types of agreements has grown because there are real economic
benefits for both of the participants. The businesses receive exclusive rights to offer their
products or services to a relatively captive market at the expenses of competing brands or
businesses, and the universities receive revenues, sometimes at significant levels, in
exchange for the granting of those rights. Two of the most common exclusive agreements
between business interests and colleges and universities have been the exclusive rights for
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soft drink sales (through food service operations and/or vending machines in residential,
academic, recreational and administrative buildings) and ATM services.

Exclusive Operating Agreements
Global competition between the Coca Cola Company and PepsiCo (the two largest and
highest volume soft drink manufacturers) has sharpened their interests in exclusive
operating agreements in a variety of settings. Many sports stadiums and arenas and public
institutions (hospitals, parks systems and governmental units with significant office and
operating locations) have also negotiated exclusive agreements with the soda companies to
generate revenue. In the case of academic institutions, the greater benefit to the soft drink
companies results from two sources. First, the level of ‘guaranteed’ market penetration on
campuses is concurrently achieved at the expense of the excluded competitor – a double
advantage. For example, an exclusive agreement with a college or university will allow
placement of only the selected brand’s vending machines in academic and residential
buildings. This is a critical strategy for a brand such as Coca Cola, which is repositioning
its image from a company primarily associated with a soft drink (Coca Cola) to a global
beverage company that also manufactures and distributes several dozen fruit juice-based
beverages, as well as the Dasani brand of bottled water.
Second, the soft drink companies are provided the opportunity to link the identity of the
soft drink brand with the educational institution and its alumni across the country. The soft
drink company can sell commemorative footballs or other items with both the university’s
name as well as the drink brand on them, creating the associative connection and (hopedfor) increase in brand loyalty toward the soft drink brand wherever the university’s alumni
may be located.
The scale of the financial commitments varies considerably, affected by the number of
students, faculty and visitors on campus, the competitive environment , and whether largescale sports events take place on campus drawing large numbers of visitors. However, a
local agreement between the City of San Diego and PepsiCo illustrates the order of
magnitude in revenue potential if the beverage companies view the market opportunities as
significant.
In November 1999, the City of San Diego entered into a
marketing/sponsorship partnership with PepsiCo. Under the terms of the agreement, the
City will receive between $6.9 million and $23 million in cash, goods and services from
PepsiCo over a twelve-year period. At initiation of the contract, PepsiCo was allowed to
place energy efficient vending machines in all of the City’s facilities. San Diego
government receives a commission on sales from the machines; the commission funds are
used to support parks and recreation center improvements; a portion of the funds are
allocated to the City’s general fund for public purposes. The agreement also allows
PepsiCo to provide two new vehicles bearing the Pepsi logo for use by the City’s Park
Ranger program. PepsiCo also was allowed to sponsor, fund and promote community
service projects, such as design and installation of twenty murals as part of San Diego’s
beautification program. In return for these rights and the financial contributions, PepsiCo
has been granted exclusive sales and marketing rights in the city, including the designation
"Proud Sponsor of the City of San Diego" for use in its promotional events.
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The main issue related to exclusive operating agreements is the limited competition and
choices for on-campus consumers. The operating partner is paying a premium to the
institution to exclude competitors for a specific type of product (such as certain types of
beverages) or conveyance (such as vending machines). The University receives monetary
and other considerations, including possibly the vendor’s agreement to locate vending
machines and provide a service to some locations that might not warrant machines on a
cost-recovery basis.
The exclusive agreement, however, is not a pure monopoly. Consumers will still have
choices to purchase competitive goods and services at on-campus stores and food outlets,
or bring competitive goods purchased off campus onto campus for personal consumption.
Whether or not such exclusive operating rights is in UCSD’s interests depends on the
specific deal terms and the amount paid to the University for forfeiting some, though by no
means total, competition.

ATMs
According to the financial institutions interviewed, the criteria for locating ATMs is based
on the general population density and existing and potential account holders in an area, the
proximity of uses that generate the need for cash, and the amount of traffic (automotive or
pedestrian). According to one major institution, once a general area at a zip code level has
been identified, the main criterion for a specific location is visibility and accessibility.
Some institutions, such as many credit unions and some banks, tend not to locate an ATM
outside of a branch location. Others, however, also have stand-alone ATM locations that
are accessible to many people to provide customers with convenience and to promote the
financial institution. Some institutions, especially those with high name recognition,
specifically seek out underserved markets to generate new customers. While each
organization had specific formulas for determining where to locate ATMs, their formulas
were proprietary.
Some of the institutions interviewed expressed interest in a UCSD location because of the
pedestrian traffic and the opportunity to develop brand loyalty with young customers. The
major banks were less concerned about competition because of their brand names.
If UCSD desires to provide access to more ATMs as a service to the campus population, it
should develop existing and projected daily pedestrian traffic -count data for prospective
operators, and identify potential sites where daily traffic counts are highest and the ATM
location is easily accessible.

Potential for Cross Subsidies
While the potential market support for existing and future retail is dispersed throughout the
UCSD campus, the potential sales volumes are related to the number of potential
purchasers and the level of pedestrian traffic passing by. This suggests that the different
values of different sites may be linked through cross subsidies or operating arrangements
that incorporate both stronger and less viable locations. This practice is being employed by
UCSD in the case of the Credit Union and has some implications:
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1. All of the retail and food service leases are controlled and managed by one entity on
campus.
2. The relative values (higher as well as lower) are understood well enough to combine
different types of locations in a rational manner.
3. There is an adopted retail strategy for the entire campus that will guide which types of
retail belong in particular locations.
4. The strategy will indicate policy commitments that will prevent alternative retail
locations from being established if they are inconsistent with the strategy’s goals,
categories and locations.
In ERA’s experience in other public settings, it is also useful (assuming that there is
enough market potential for multiple location pairings) to create a competitive environment
between operators, with different retailers operating similar retail categories within similar
areas. This will not only maintain higher operating standards among all the stores, but will
also work to keep pricing levels competitive for the University’s consumers. If one
operator or development manager is responsible for all or most of the retail spaces, there
will be little incentive to sustain the highest levels of service or the lowest prices.

Competitive Differences Between Commercial Operations and
Campus-Owned Operations
In future lease negotiations, particularly if there are overlaps or similarities in products and
services offered by existing retailers at UCSD, it will be useful to recognize the
competitive differences between commercial operations and those operated by the
University (or through a more direct affiliation). Examples include the University
Bookstore at the Price Center and the copy service locations across the campus. It should
be remembered that operations that rely on competitive operating costs may not be able to
offer the same rent levels as can those that receive special considerations because of their
affiliations with the University.
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Labor Rates and Wages
California is one of several U.S. states in which public entities (cities, governments, and
educational institutions) have passed Living Wage Rate legislation, effectively
guaranteeing a minimum compensation level that is indexed against the local cost of living,
primarily housing, insurance, and taxes. The movement was sparked by difficulties in a
number of more affluent communities, in which housing and other ‘cost-of-living’ factors
are used to determine the appropriate level of compensation for lower pay scale jobs to
maintain the ability to live in a high cost community. This is often a problem for police,
firefighters, educators and other public employees and service workers in retail and food
service businesses located in communities in which housing costs have escalated beyond
the capacities of these employment categories to purchase or rent housing. This issue is
raised as a factor for the UCSD retail plan in that, if Living Wage legislation is adopted by
the University of California system, employers in campus retail operations may be required
to increase minimum pay levels per hour. This change would increase overall operating
costs, and would add limitations to the amount of rent they can afford to pay to the
University.

Financial Analysis of a Retail Development Scenario
ERA modeled two scenarios for developing a hypothetical 10,000 square feet of leasable
retail space in a future phase. The first scenario assumes that a private developer builds the
retail space, and leases the space to tenants, on a land lease with the University. The
second scenario assumes that the University develops the center on its land. The scenarios
are not based on a specified site. A discounted cash flow analysis was prepared for each
scenario.
This comparison was prepared for a hypothetical retail development program only. It is
more likely that the retail development would be part of a mixed-use development, with the
other use – office, housing, or classrooms – dominating the overall development program.
Since UCSD did not retain ERA to study these other uses, the comparison only addresses
retail space. The preliminary financial pro-formas for these two scenarios are presented in
Appendix C.
The analysis assumes the following:
§

Development costs are roughly equivalent for a private developer and the university
since prevailing wages must be paid regardless of who is the developer since the
development would be on university land. Development costs were based on Means
Cost Works 2003 unit cost factors derived from actual projects. A blended cost factor
for restaurants, retail, and college-student union was used. The 75th percentile average
for San Diego, assuming union wages was used. The result is a total average cost
factor, excluding land, of $209 per square foot. This is consistent with a monthly
triple-net rent assumption of $2.51 per square foot, which is 9.5 percent of assumed
average sales per square foot of $317.50. Note that this average sales per square foot
factor is lower than existing performance due to the intentional strategy of increasing
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retail space to provide more consumer choices and competition, which results in lower,
but adequate sales per square foot performance.
According to UCSD Real Estate Department staff, this development cost assumption is
well below the current $466 per square foot estimate for building out the Price Center
expansion. This cost factor, which excludes land costs, is very high for non-luxury
retail space. Based on industry capitalization rate standards, and assuming that
development costs are 70 percent of total costs including land, monthly triple -net retail
rents would have to be approximately $5.50 per square foot, which is well above what
is supportable given anticipated sales per square foot performance. The Price Center
expansion costs may be higher than average due to the higher cost of adding on to an
existing building versus new stand alone construction, or may reflect additional higher
levels of improvements to reflect university standards and other extraordinary costs,
including soft costs, that retail rents normally would not warrant.
§

Under the land lease scenario, the developer pays the University a minimum 10 percent
of land value as ground rent. Since land value is unknown for this hypothetical
analysis, the analysis assumes an annual ground lease rent equivalent to 4 percent of
gross sales, similar to commercial land lease terms of other public agencies in the San
Diego region.

§

Under the University as developer scenario, the capitalization rate at reversion and
annual discount rate is 150 basis points lower due to the University’s lower cost of
financing.

The advantages of leasing land to a private developer to build and lease retail space are as
follows:
§

The project benefits from the development and leasing expertise of an experienced
private developer that specializes in commercial development, possibly reducing risk
and leading to development and operating efficiencies.

§

An experienced private developer may have better access to debt and equity capital at a
time the University may have constrained access to public capital.

§

The University is exposed to less financial risk.

§

The improvements revert to the University at the end of the lease term.

§

Land rents are usually structured as a minimum versus a percentage of gross sales, so
that the University can expect a minimum cash flow from the development.

The advantages of the University building and operating a retail center area as follows:
§

The University, as a public entity, has access to lower cost debt capital, particularly if
the retail space is an incidental part of a larger public-purpose building.

§

The University has a lower return-on-investment threshold or hurdle rate than private
sector equity (which expects returns on equity in the mid-teens or higher).

§

The University can more directly control leasing policy.
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§

The University can more directly control maintenance and tenant services, and ensure
that the property will not be neglected as it approaches the end of a lease term, which
sometimes happens with private leases on public lands.

Both scenarios have the advantage of not having to build parking or acquire land for
parking since the retail uses would serve the university population that is already on
campus.
The comparison of the two scenarios shows a somewhat higher residual land value
generated by the University-as-developer scenario, $2.6 million, than the private developer
scenario, $2.0 million. Under the private developer scenario, a $73,000 surplus for the
private developer is calculated, which the University could capture in its negotiations.
Therefore, the difference in value generated for UCSD is approximately 30 percent in
favor of the University-as-developer scenario. This difference is sensitive to assumptions.
Also this difference would probably be dwarfed by the economics of the primary land use
in a mixed-use development project, such as classrooms, offices, or housing.

Mixed Use – Administrative Offices or Housing Over Retail
One of the retail development concepts discussed with students and administrators was the
potential to create a one- to two-block long double -loaded (with retail uses on both sides of
the pedestrian street) “Main Street” with retail, food service entertainment and/or consumer
service businesses at the ground level and (depending upon where and how the buildings
are sited) the potential to include structured parking behind and residential or office space
above the retail stores.
ERA discussed the potential for upper level housing for graduate students during the
student interviews, in consideration of the severe shortage of affordable graduate student
residential space on campus. While those interviewed commented that the units would be
immediately rented if at an affordable rate (given the housing shortage), they also said that
graduate students would prefer not to live near an undergraduate activity center, since the
two groups “don’t tend to mix unless they have to”. The price point required to support
new housing construction, however, may not be affordable unless subsidized.
ERA believes that administrative offices currently housed in the “temporary” structures
located next to Library Walk, across from the Price Center could be appropriate uses above
a new retail street, since the hours of office use would be compatible with daytime and
evening uses along the street. The staff would benefit from convenient retail and food
services during the workday, and they would not be present in the evenings when the
entertainment venues are more active. Students viewed the street as a good location for a
coffee bar, late night food servic e, a film venue (though not necessarily a complete
theater), bank/ATM and limited retail and consumer services.
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The Opportunity for a Farmer’s Market On Campus
A recurring theme among the student and faculty/administration interviews was the desire
to be able to purchase fresh produce products and some prepared foods on campus.
Several commented that the Sunshine Store in the Price Center is not large enough to carry
an assortment of fruits and vegetables. The popularity of the quarterly market days along
Library Walk (during which a variety of merchandise is offered for sale to students and
faculty) suggested that the same format could be scheduled more frequently as a ‘farmer’s
market’. Several commented that the proximity of produce growers in the area should be
able to be introduced to the campus, much as other sites in the San Diego area have
developed farmer’s markets. The process for application for use of a space, management
of space assignments, screening/review of participants, etc. (a process which ERA
recommends should also be established and used for the quarterly market days along
Library Walk) is described in the implementation recommendations, which follow.
The most effective way to develop and manage a farmer’s market for the UCSD campus
will be to designate a staff member to be the point of contact who is also responsible for
reserving stalls, and who functions as the monitor of performance standards for those
farmers who participate.
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Section VIII.

Recommended Retail Strategy

Overall Strategy
The overall strategy is to meet the following objectives:
1. Provide demanded services at an affordable price;
2. Improve convenience;
3. Enhance campus life;
4. Create inviting environments;
5. Improve sales performance and economic efficiency;
6. Generate revenues for the University;
7. Be consistent with and help implement the University Master Plan.
After satisfying the current supply deficit, in large part with the Price Center expansion and
other planned retail additions, the University should plan future space to grow in
proportion with the growth in college and campus populations. The University should
focus on placement, design, configuration, and content, more so than just the amount of
retail space. In addressing these issues, the University should retain designers that have
retail development experience in addition to campus planning experience.
The strategy for off-campus students, graduate students, faculty and staff should emphasize
convenience, and primarily food and personal services, since they have greater access to
the broader regional commercial centers and outlets against which it is difficult for the
University to compete. Many of the graduate students, faculty and staff see the campus as
their workplace, and simply need food outlets for lunches, and personal services and
convenience retail for running errands.
The strategy for on-campus students, should attempt to use retail services to enhance
students’ campus life by providing food, drink, and entertainment as a basis for social
interaction, food staples, tools for school (including computers), personal services, and
affordable general merchandise that they cannot access as easily or frequently as offcampus students can.

Retail Strategy and the Campus Plan
The retail strategy should respect the University Master Plan and the Neighborhood
Planning Studies by reinforcing the campus core as the campus “Town Center,” while
providing selected services to the college neighborhoods. This approach is analogous to
the hierarchy of retail functions in the private market. The campus core commercial outlets
serve as UCSD’s “downtown or regional center”, offering greater variety of operators,
larger operators, better prices, more unique specialized outlets, entertainment, and
environments that bring together disparate populations. This downtown will serve not only
to satisfy the commercial needs of the campus population but will also serve to enhance
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UCSD as social and intellectual community. The college outlets serve as UCSD’s
“neighborhood centers”, offering convenience sundries, daily food, and local gathering
places, some of which attract visitors from other neighborhoods (colleges) on occasion.
Other convenience and specialty retail offerings may be dispersed where appropriate. The
following recommendations will accomplish this.

College Retail Strategy
•

Add more space for dining and/or convenience retail in Roosevelt, Sixth, and Marshall
College campuses to serve their growing student populations;

•

Do not add more space to Warren, Muir, and Revelle College campuses, but provide
additional convenience retail and personal services within existing retail space so that
the space is used more efficiently.

•

Enhance convenience at more remote classroom, office, and research locations, at low
capital costs, by providing vending machines and coffee/food carts. Coffee/food carts
should be placed in locations with the greatest pedestrian traffic. Given their low
capital costs, it is easy to experiment with locations to generate sufficient sales.
Supply will respond to demand, particularly if the carts are provided as private
concessions. Those areas that do not provide enough demand to sustain a cart should
be served by vending machines.

•

Use college convenience outlets to provide a greater variety of goods and services, and
distribution points for goods and services ordered from central outlets.

•

Establish cuisine specialties at each dining hall, on a regular and predictable basis, so
that each dining hall develops a campus-wide reputation that encourages students to
venture out to different colleges.

•

Offer campus-wide services through Internet orders delivered through college
convenience outlets (DVD and video rentals, music exchanges, food delivery, and
laundry pick-up).

Central Campus Retail Strategy
•

Concentrate retail outlets and services in the central campus that need the critical mass
of the larger University population to generate enough supportable sales, such as:
Ø Chain outlets
Ø Personal and financial services
Ø Entertainment
Ø General merchandise stores
Ø Specialty outlets, such as clothing and music.
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•

Create distinguished districts within the campus core area, such as:
Ø Price Center environs as the “energetic core” – the campus “downtown”
a. A mixed-use two-block “Main Street” along Lyman Lane from
Library Walk to Matthew Quad
b. An external café district, with take-out and packaged foods, facing a
new plaza
c. One late night area for food, convenience retail, and entertainment.
Ø Maintain the Student Center as a more tranquil and passive alternative, with an
older age orientation.
Ø Consider Marketplace Plaza for another café location and convenience retail
location that offers take-out and packaged foods, and as a possible location for
testing the farmers’ market concept.

Location and Design Strategy
Campus Planning needs to analyze and determine the actual locations and configurations
with a designer that has a combination of retail development and campus planning
experience. The following are ERA’s suggestions from the retail perspective that the
design firm should take into consideration. The actual location and configuration decisions
will need to consider a broader array of issues than retail vitality.

Campus Core
•

Open up retail outlets and centers to the existing and future “walking streets”, such as
Library Walk, Lyman Lane, Matthews Lane, and Rupertus Way.

•

Better utilize the core’s locations that are most exposed to pedestrian traffic, the 100
percent corners, by placing outlets that benefit from impulse purchases at these
corners.

•

Create a one to two-block Main Street, perhaps on Lyman Lane, with:
Ø Mixed-use redevelopment of the Chancellor’s complex site on the south side of
Lyman Lane with office, classrooms, or housing above retail space.
Ø An opened up Price Center with direct street access to the Bookstore and other
outlets on the north side of Lyman Lane.
Ø An anchor food destination and outdoor-eating area at the southeastern side of the
intersection with Library Walk, and a transparent entrance to the University
Bookstore at the northeastern side of the intersection.
As suggested in a preceding section of this report, ERA recommends that a new cluster
of retail be developed, including food and beverage uses (at least one of which will be
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open late into the evening hours), a venue for dancing (without alcoholic beverage
service), financial services (probably one or more ATMs), an enlarged convenience
store and other consumer services for students and faculty. This cluster could be
developed as part of a “Main Street”-type of urban design. The design of the street
should incorporate a ‘double -loaded’ program with retail uses on both sides of a
pedestrian ‘street’. The street should be designed to be wide enough to bring delivery,
maintenance and safety vehicles into its center and along its length and sidewalk areas.
It should also be wide enough for spill out seating, umbrellas or other shading devices,
benches and chairs, etc. to encourage outdoor dining, a coffee bar (students frequently
cited the need for caffeine, particularly late in the evening), and other facilities. The
street area is envisioned as a traditional “downtown” setting, ideally with other uses
such as student residences, administrative offices or other non-retail uses on one or
more floors above the retail base along the street. This familiar type of downtown
setting is intended to create a central gathering place that is both commercial in its mix
of leased space uses and community-oriented in providing a communal space that is
flexible enough to accommodate special events, musical performances, ‘street fairs’ or
other activities programmed and managed by Student Affairs and the University.
•

Consider the creation of an external plaza and café environment at the western
terminus of Matthews Lane, where shuttle passengers are dropped off, by placing a
café and outdoor eating spaces, with take-out and packaged prepared food, as part of
the Pric e Center expansion to complements the outdoor café by Espresso Roma at the
existing Price Center.

•

Consider the creation of a convenience outlet that serves take-out and packaged
prepared food at Marketplace Plaza on Rupertus Way.

•

Strengthen the pedestrian axis, circulation, and “way-finding” through the existing
Price Center so that it is more integrated with campus, easier for people to find retail
services, and easier to traverse to go from one activity node to another.

•

Designate an outdoor space for special event retailing, such as a regular farmer’s
market. This would require working with farmers market associations to coordinate
with surrounding campus uses to avoid conflicts, develop management policies
regarding allowable merchants, plan for small-truck access and utilities, and a strategy
for promotion.

•

Provide an outdoor area at the core of the Price Center that offers a more tranquil
environment that is away from the music and rallies.

College Expansion
•

Locate new college campus dining and retail services in the center to inner-edge of the
campus, rather than the outer edge, to facilitate access to consumers from classrooms
and other colleges.
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Remote Classroom, Research, and Office Locations
•

Utilize carts and snack bars next to seating areas.

•

Utilize vending machines for after hours food and beverage needs.

Merchandising
•

Rather than focusing on leasing spaces to clothing, furnishings, and other specialty
retail outlet stores that may find the University location (which is isolated from the
general public ) difficult , consider expanding the general merchandising at the
University Bookstore to include more of the following:
Ø More unique or better designed UCSD logo products;
Ø Affordable brand name clothing without UCSD logo, including underwear;
Ø Internet sales with pick-up services at North Campus and East Campus in addition
to the DOC3 at the Bookstore;
Ø Limited household furnishings and sundries;
Ø Gift cards;
Ø Photo processing;
Ø Books and music for leisure;

•

Continue to distinguish the Co-op from the UCSD Bookstore by offering a greater
variety of general merchandise and packaged food that is more unique, crafted, and
unbranded, teaches the cooperative work ethic, and appeals to consumers on other
levels besides commercial.

•

Provide space in the core campus area for an affordable haircut/salon concession, drycleaning concession, mail and packaging outlet, and financial services.

•

Evaluate the specific feasibility of an entertainment complex that includes bowling
lanes, billiards, arcades, dance floor and stage, combined with food and beverage, in
the core campus.

•

Evaluate ways to improve the competitiveness of the movie theater, with more
accessible hours, greater variety of films, and a more competitive viewing experience.

•

Also within the campus core, consider the following:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

•

A small food market
Homemade ice cream outlet
A late night coffeehouse and lounge
A bagel shop
Organic or health-oriented prepared food outlet
Regional chain food outlets

Each college should have a neighborhood convenience retail outlet that serves sundries
and snacks (including more fresh fruit and health-food items), and is an outlet for
distributing merchandise from some of the campus core outlets, such as ice cream and
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DVD/video rentals, dry-cleaning pick-up, and selected merchandise ordered over the
Internet.
•

Develop a cuisine specialty at each college dining hall, in addition to normal general
meals, that creates a campus-wide reputation, such as Pan-Asian cuisine, barbecue,
health food, etc.

•

Organize a music, video and DVD exchange run by the Co-op in partnership with the
college neighborhood convenience outlets.

•

Experiment with centrally prepared food products, particularly for lunch and snacks, to
serve at coffee and food carts distributed around campus.

Special Initiatives
•

Develop and maintain a retail, dining, and entertainment information page on the web
that informs students, faculty, and staff of operating hours, locations, specialties,
specia l events, and promotions for all retail operations on campus.

•

Continue to develop the Web-based ordering and delivery network.

•

Enter into vending machine concession agreements to serve remote locations and
active after-hour locations, such as labs.

•

Experiment with organizing a regular Friday afternoon farmer’s market in the central
core of campus at a regular designated location, and promote the market to the
University community and the surrounding public. There are risks associated with this
initiative such as the ability to secure a critical mass of merchants, competition from
other farmers markets, logistics for trucks and clean-up, compatibility with
surrounding campus functions, and the willingness to accommodate the non-campus
community. However, successful markets have operated in or near other university
campuses, such as the University of Colorado. Because of these risks, the concept
should be tested without major capital or site commitment before making it a
permanent feature of campus life.

Implementation of a Management and Decision-Making
Process
The process of implementing the Retail Strategy for the UCSD campus will require
selected changes in the current approach toward management, as well as adoption of
several policies, practices and steps. ERA’s recommendations are described below:

•

Adopt the Retail Strategy
If the Retail Strategy is to succeed, recommendations regarding the amount,
orientation, and placement of retail space should be adopted as a planning guide and
development policy for the UCSD campus. Retail initiatives by other University
departments not charged with implementation of the University Master Plan should be
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reviewed for consistency with the plan and require a finding of consistency to be
approved. ERA believes that this will be a critical step in assuring that counterdevelopments, however well intended, can be managed and if necessary, prevented
from being developed if deemed to be inconsistent with the intent of the strategy.
Counter-developments may include the independent planning and development of
retail space in future complexes that may lead to an oversupply of retail space and
dilute sales at existing outlets, or the opportunistic placement of new retail outlets,
independent of campus-wide considerations, that may intercept retail sales and
diminish plans to create special districts, or independent agreements with service
providers and concessions that are not consistent with other campus leasing policies.
Integrating the retail program into the various Neighborhood Plans will ensure that the
commercial strategy will be considered as the campus plan is carried out. As
development proceeds with new residential facilities for students, the new Cancer
Center, and other UCSD buildings, the Retail Strategy’s approach to the allocation of
space and uses reflecting new market opportunities will be more easily included as part
of the University’s decision-making process. ERA is convinced that unless the Retail
Strategy is adopted and its implementation body and management staff are given the
appropriate level of responsibility to carry it out, the deliberate balance between uses,
locations and markets will not be achieved, and the needed le vel of service and
productivity desired by the University will not be reached.

•

Create a Retail and Commercial Advisory Committee
The 2003 UCSD Retail Services Study identifies key planning concepts and strategic
recommendations to create a synergy among various retail and food services to
enhance the University’s sense of community by creating gathering places and an
environment that fosters faculty, staff, and student interaction. The Study also
endorses the “town center” concept described in the UCSD Master Plan as the
University Center neighborhood. This area is envisioned to become an urban, lively
“downtown” at UCSD that includes theaters, cultural attractions, restaurants, cafés,
stores, classrooms, student services, and social and academic spaces. This “town
center” will create a high-density setting of activity, which contributes to generating a
critical mass—“the place to see and be seen”: a destination and social focal point.
Organization

Four campus organizations have administrative responsibility for the development and
management of retail, dining, entertainment, and social functions and associated
facilities for UCSD:
Ø University Bookstores has primary responsibility for addressing the retail needs of
the campus.
Ø Housing and Din ing Services has primary responsibility for meeting the dining
needs of the College neighborhoods and campus facilities that are outside of the
town center.
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Ø University Centers has primary responsibility for providing community gathering
locations that meet the food and retail services, community /social gathering, and
entertainment needs of the campus community, particularly for students. They also
work collaboratively with student governments and organizations to provide retail
services.
Ø Real Estate Development has responsibility for requests for qualification and
proposal preparation, and negotiation, preparation, and execution of leases and
licenses with retail tenants and retail licensees for the campus.
While identified as primary, these organizations may not exclusively provide these
services, but retain a significant role in coordinating these services for the campus.
While these organizations maintain operational responsibility for retail activities at
UCSD, the Committee will focus its advice on long-term planning and policy for the
development of retail activities.
Charge

The charge to this committee is to advise the Vice Chancellors – Business Affairs,
Resource Management & Planning, and Student Affairs on retail and commercial
activities to serve the students, faculty, and staff on UCSD’s campus in La Jolla. In
discharging its responsibilities, the Committee will be guided by the following goals:
Ø Improve the campus life experience, particularly for students, by ensuring a
sufficient mix and distribution of food and retail services while enhancing the
development of gathering places that provide both service and a high quality
environment in which to interact.
Ø Develop the University Center neighborhood and immediate environs as the
campus “town center” in a way that ensures a critical mass of visitors, pedestrians,
and patrons the availability of a broad array of reasonably priced retail products
and services, creates alternative environments for different consumer preference,
and coordinates with campus circulation patterns.
Ø Ensure that major sub-districts of the campus (West Campus, East Campus, SIO,
etc.) away from the campus core have access to needed retail services that can be
economically sustained by the sub-district consumer population.
Ø Achieve for campus constituents, particularly students, the best mix and
distribution of food and retail services, convenience, variety, lower prices, and
retail operational and financial viability.
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This committee will perform the following specif ic functions:
Ø Review all proposals for new retail activities (including those suggested for
inclusion in new buildings) and advise on appropriateness, financial viability,
location (or adjacency) issues, and congruence with the study as the Campus
evolves. The study should be seen as providing general direction, whose details
and specifics may become less important over time.
Ø For existing retail and commercial space:
§

Review proposed major expansions of operation or facility, or change in use or
tenant for congruence with Study and financial viability.

Ø For stand alone pads (ATMS, coffee carts, etc.):
§

Review proposed sites for congruence with Study;

§

Review for potential negative impacts of existing retail operations resulting
from new adjacencies.

§

Identify opportunities for new retail activities, and make recommendations for
campus retail tenant mix.

§

Receive reports on retail development in the surrounding retail community and
the potential impacts on the campus’ retail activities.

§

Monitor retail industry trends in services and business terms.

The membership of this administrative committee will include representatives from:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Academic Senate (CCCE) (1 member)
Business Affairs (1 member)
Resource Management & Planning (1 member)
Student Affairs (1 member)
Undergraduate Students (2 members)
Graduate and Professional Students (1 member)

Primary Consultants to the Committee are:
Ø Director, University Bookstores
Ø Director, Housing & Dining Services
Ø Director, University Centers
Committee members will serve two-year terms with the exception of students who will
serve one-year terms. Staff from Real Estate Development and Campus Planning will
provide primary assistance to the committee, which will be chaired by the Director of
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Real Estate Development. The Committee will draw upon staff from other offices as
necessary for expertise and advice.

•

Establish Practices That Address System-Wide Concerns and Policies
The Strategy developed for UCSD is specific to the campus and context in La
Jolla/San Diego area. However, it should also be recognized that the principles,
practices and policies that are implemented are also subject to University of California
system-wide consideration. The extent to which the UCSD strategy an may establish
precedents or be exceptional circumstances from other campuses should be weighed
and ‘vetted’ by the required authorities prior to adoption of the strategy or
administrative enforcement.
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Appendix Table A-1
Inventory of Campus Retail Outlets
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Table A-1
Inventory of Campus Retail Outlets

Administrative
Unit

VC
Oversight

Activity Type

Tenant

Building Location
Torrey Pines Center
South
Price Center
Birch Aquarium

Annual Cash
Sales/Service Sales Per Sq.Ft
of ASF
Revenue
ASF

Annual
Rental
Income

Meal Plan Sales Other Sales

TOTALS

Resource Management & Planning
Third Party

VCRMP

Banking - ATM

USE Credit Union

Third Party
Third Party

VCRMP
VCRMP

Banking - ATM
Banking - ATM

USE Credit Union
USE Credit Union

Third Party

VCRMP

Banking - ATM

USE Credit Union

RIMAC

Third Party

VCRMP

Banking - Credit
Union

USE Credit Union

Gilman Parking
Structure

Third Party

VCRMP

Events/Food

Faculty Club

Third Party

VCRMP

Food Service

Siefker, Linda dba CUPS
Coffee Co.

Business Affairs
A&PS
A&PS

VCBA
VCBA

Bookstore
Bookstore/Gift

UCSD Bookstore
Birch Aquarium Bookstore

H&DS

VCBA

Food Service

Food Service Cart

A&PS

VCBA

Car Rental

A&PS

VCBA

Childcare

Fleet Services (Lease/Rental
Cars)
Early Childhood Education
Center

H&DS

VCBA

A&PS

VCBA

Childcare Food
Service
Copy Services

Early Childhood Education
Center
Imprints

A&PS

VCBA

Copy Services

Imprints

(continued next page)

n/a

$0

--

n/a
n/a

$0

---

$0
$14,400

$14,400
$0

n/a

$1,200

--

$1,200

5,820

$111,024

$19

$111,024

Ida and Cecil Green

18,900

$101,000

$5

Torrey Pines Center
South

465

unknown

--

Price Center
39,699 $ 25,527,000
Birch Aquarium at
1,767 $ 1,056,000
Scripps
Birch Aquarium at
n/a
$
166,937
Scripps
Campus Services
7,627 $ 1,202,000
Complex
12,546 $ 2,112,000
Early Childhood
Education Center A, B,
C, D
Early Childhood
unknown $
Education Center A, B,
201 University Center
615 $
133,000
Applied Physics and
Mathematics

524 $

190,000

$101,000
$10,577

Unknown
$0
$0
$25,527,000
$1,056,000

$643
$598
--

$

-

$

$

-

$

-

$

166,937

$

126,641

$158 $ 1,575,000
$168

-$216
$363

126,641

Annual Cash
Sales/Service Sales Per Sq.Ft
of ASF
Revenue
ASF
3,315 $ 1,418,109
$428

Administrative
Unit

VC
Oversight

Activity Type

Tenant

Building Location

A&PS

VCBA

Copy Services

Imprints

A&PS

VCBA

Copy Services

Imprints (Copier)

A&PS
A&PS

VCBA
VCBA

Copy Services
Sundries

Imprints
Sunshine Store (Bookstore)

Campus Services
Complex - Building A
Campus Services
Complex
Price Center
Price Center

H&DS
H&DS

VCBA
VCBA

Events/Food
Events/Food

UCSD Catering
Eucalyptus Point

Price Center
La Casa

4,698 $
3,582

H&DS

VCBA

Food Service

Earl's Place

1,738 $

Third Party
H&DS
H&DS
H&DS
H&DS
Third Party

VCBA
VCBA
VCBA
VCBA
VCBA
VCBA

Food Service
Food Service
Food Service
Food Service
Food Service
Food Service

Peabody Coffee Carts
Club Med
Foodworx
Why Not Here?
Snackropolis
Peabody Coffee Carts

n/a
4,646
1,860
3,168
375
n/a

H&DS

VCBA

Food Service

El Mercado

Third Party
H&DS

VCBA
VCBA

Food Service
Meal Plan

Peabody Coffee Carts
Canyon Vista

H&DS

VCBA

Meal Plan

Oceanview Terrace

H&DS
H&DS
H&DS

VCBA
VCBA
VCBA

Meal Plan
Meal Plan
On-Line
Purchasing (Meal
Plan)
Food Service
Food Service

Plaza Cafe
Sierra Summit
Earl's Place On-Line
Experience (OLE)

Canyon Vista
Administrative &
Dining Facility
Center Hall
Club Med
Pepper Canyon
Revelle College
SIO
Social Sciences
Building
Stewart Commons
Annex
Warren Lecture Hall
Canyon Vista
Administrative &
Dining Facility
Marshall Residential
Halls and Oceanview
Plaza Cafe
Stewart Commons
Canyon Vista Dining
Facility/On-Line

Cups Cafe
Peabody Coffee Carts

Sverdrup Hall
CLICS Library

Third Party
VCBA
Third Party
VCBA
(continued next page)

750

n/a

1,681 $
2,000 $

387,000
831,000
-

Annual
Rental
Income

Meal Plan Sales Other Sales

-- $ 2,074,268
$230
$416
$0
--

$

183,824

$106

$

$
$

110,917
728,855

$
$
$

69,050
242,711
77,379

-$157
-$22
$647
--

n/a

1,585

TOTALS

-

$ 2,209,111

$

2,209,111

1,383,203

$

-

$

1,567,027

$
$

110,531

$
$

14,271

$
$

110,917
853,657

$
$
$

124,489
1,593
-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

193,539
244,304
77,379

--

n/a $
14,773 $

66,763
381,429

-$26

$
$

1,131,289

$
$

717,284

$
$

66,763
2,230,002

9,035 $

395,888

$44

$

1,510,508

$

734,062

$

2,640,458

25,512 $
16,264 $
1,045

555,428
447,503

$22
$28
--

$
$

1,970,073
1,551,325

$
$

629,752
552,589

$
$

3,155,253
2,551,417

243
n/a $

38,190

----

Administrative
Unit

VC
Oversight

Student Affairs
Third Party
Third Party
Third Party
Third Party
ASUCSD

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
VCSA

ASUCSD

VCSA

Annual Cash
Sales/Service Sales Per Sq.Ft
of ASF
Revenue
ASF
-n/a
-n/a
-n/a
-$416,377
-185
$114,128
$617

Activity Type

Tenant

Building Location

Coffee Cart
California Juices (cart)
Coffee Cart
Guardian
Lecture Notes

Mandeville Center
Warren Field
Galbraith
Student Center A
Student Center A

Soft Reserves

Student Center A

804

$383,343

$477

International Center VCSA

Food Service
Food Service
Food Service
Retail
Instructional
Materials
Instructional
Materials
Retail

International Center

700

$20,000

$29

Muir College
Student Co-op
Student Co-op
Student Co-op

VCSA
VCSA
VCSA
VCSA

Sundries
Bookstore
Food Service
Food Service

International Center Resale
Shop
POP at Muir
Groundwork Books
Che Cafe
Grove Café/Crafts Center

Student Co-op
Student Co-op
Student Co-op
Student Co-op
Student Co-op
Student Health

VCSA
VCSA
VCSA
VCSA
VCSA
VCSA

Food Service
Retail
Service
Service
Sundries
Optometry

Student Health

VCSA

Third Party
Third Party
Third Party
Third Party
Third Party
Third Party

2,423
1,139
2,159
70

$150,710
$807,146
$31,322

$62
$709
$15
--

Food Cooperative
Grove Café/Crafts Center
Computer Cooperative
Recycle Co-op
General Store
Optometry

Stewart Commons
Student Center A
Che Cafe
Crafts Center/Grove
Gallery
Student Center A
Student Center A
Student Center A
Student Center A
Student Center A
Student Health Center

1,141
1,133
307
unknown
1,863
499

$260,096
$122,013

$970,139
$361,864

$228
$108
--$521
$725

Pharmaceutical

Pharmacy

Student Health Center

317

$862,005

$2,719

VCSA

Events/Food

Porter's Pub

Porter's Pub and Stage

4,070

$306,418

$75

VCSA
VCSA
VCSA
VCSA
VCSA

Flowers
Food Service
Food Service
Food Service
Food Service

Price Center
Price Center
Price Center
Price Center
Price Center

n/a
1,777
594
841
4,223

$73,993
$574,585
$543,487
$239,578
$622,919

-$323
$915
$285
$148

Third Party
VCSA
(continued next page)

Food Service

Bloomers Cart
Espresso Roma Corp.
Jamba Juice
Panda Express, Inc.
Pizza Pub dba Round Table
Pizza
Rubio's Restaurants, Inc.

Price Center

1,201

$605,336

$504
#DIV/0!

Annual
Rental
Income

Meal Plan Sales Other Sales

TOTALS

Annual
Rental
Income

Administrative
Unit

VC
Oversight

Activity Type

Tenant

Building Location

Third Party

VCSA

Food Service

Star Wraps, Inc.

Price Center

Third Party

VCSA

Food Service

Price Center

Third Party

VCSA

Food Service

Price Center

1,337

$1,063,302

$795

Sports Facilities

VCSA

Food Service

RIMAC

300

$122,825

$409

Sports Facilities

VCSA

Food Service

Downey, Fred, Tang, Robert
(Subway)
Coastline Food Services,
Corp. dba Wendy's
RIMAC 101 Café Juice
Cart
Campus Concessions

Annual Cash
Sales/Service Sales Per Sq.Ft
of ASF
Revenue
ASF
589
$317,865
$540
#DIV/0!
912
$682,325
$748

RIMAC

1,350

$100,901

$75

Third Party

VCSA

Postal Services

US Postal Service

Price Center

473

unknown

--

Third Party

VCSA

Travel

STA/Council Travel

Price Center

653

$991,800

$1,519

University Centers

VCSA

Gameroom

Price Center Gameroom

Price Center

n/a

$49,808

--

University Centers

VCSA

Bike Shop

Bike Shop

Student Center A

1,256

$182,203

$145

University Events

VCSA

Box Office

Price Center

1,133

$127,427

$112

Unknown
Unknown
Third Party

VCSA
VCSA
Price Center

Bookstore
Bookstore
Banking - ATM

University Events Office/Box
Office
Bargain Books
Bargain Books
Bank of America

Plaza Cafe
Urey Hall
Price Center Kiosk

772
1,164
n/a

$35,643
unknown

-$31
--

$43,427

Third Party

Price Center

Banking - ATM

Washington Mutual Bank

Price Center Kiosk

n/a

unknown

--

$1,800

Third Party

Price Center

Banking - ATM

Wells Fargo Bank

n/a

unknown

--

$34,617

Third Party

Price Center

Banking - ATM

USE Credit Union

Price Center & Student
Cntr
Price Center Kiosk

n/a

unknown

--

$13,200

A&PS

VCSA

Childcare

International Day Care Center International Center

1,740

$127,031

$73

(continued next page)

--

$6,100

Meal Plan Sales Other Sales

TOTALS

Administrative
Unit

VC
Oversight

Activity Type

Tenant

Building Location

Health Sciences
Third Party
Third Party
Third Party
Third Party

VCHS
VCHS
VCHS
VCHS

Optometry
Food Service
Food Service
Retail

Optometry
Dining
Coffee Cart
Gift Shop

Shiley Eye Center
Medical Center Medical Center Medical Center Thornton

UCSD

VCHS

Pharmaceutical

Pharmacy

Medical Center Thornton

LIST OF ACRONYMS
VCRMP
Vice Chancellor-Resource Management & Planning
VCSA
Vice Chancellor-Student Affairs
VCHS
Vice Chancellor-Health Sciences
VCBA
Vice Chancellor-Business Affairs
A&PS
Auxiliary & Plant Services
H&DS
Housing & Dining Services
ASUCSD
Associated Students
RIMAC
Recreation, Intramural & Athletics Complex
SIO
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Source: University of California, San Diego.

Annual Cash
Sales/Service Sales Per Sq.Ft
of ASF
Revenue
ASF
-250
$800,000
$3,200
6,854
$602,000
$88
n/a Not available
-98
$433,000
$4,418
1,933

$7,100,000

$3,673

230,493

56,735,796

$246

Annual
Rental
Income

Meal Plan Sales Other Sales

TOTALS

Appendix B
Retail Demand Model

Economics Research Associates
ERA Project No. 15018

Appendix B – Retail Demand Model
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Table B-1
SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL RETAIL SPACE NEEDED ON CAMPUS
(in Assignable Square Feet)

Fall 2002

Fall 2010

Fall 2020

University Center
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

105,129
69,412
0
35,717

132,538
69,412
61,985
1,141

151,880
69,412
61,985
20,483

Warren College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

9,870
17,556
0
0

9,141
17,556
0
0

9,013
17,556
0
0

Muir College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

7,457
20,254
0
0

8,144
20,254
0
0

8,109
20,254
0
0

Revelle College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

7,300
30,837
0
0

8,043
30,837
0
0

8,020
30,837
0
0

Roosevelt College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Planned Additions @ ERC
Additional Space Needed

6,590
0
0
6,590

8,451
0
11,700
0

13,982
0
11,700
2,282

Marshall College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

8,081
9,035
0
0

11,475
9,035
0
2,440

11,439
9,035
0
2,404

Sixth College
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

1,388
1,860
0
0

8,145
1,860
0
6,285

8,908
1,860
0
7,048

Table B-1
SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL RETAIL SPACE NEEDED ON CAMPUS
(in Assignable Square Feet)

Fall 2002

Fall 2010

Fall 2020

North Campus/RIMAC II
Demand for Space
Current Supply
Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

3,993
0
0
3,993

5,495
0
4,500
995

6,453
0
4,500
1,953

Birch Aquarium
Demand for Space
Supply of Space
Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

5,554
2,267
0
3,287

5,932
1,767
0
4,165

6,311
1,767
0
4,544

SIO other than Birch
Demand for Space
Supply of Space
Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

1,398
618
0
780

1,789
243
1,200
346

2,173
243
1,200
730

574
465
0
109

574
465
0
109

574
465
0
109

East Campus:Health Sciences & Cancer Center
Demand for Space
10,160
Supply of Space
9,135
Planned Additions
0
1
Additional Space Needed
5,809

17,928
9,135
2,400
9,086

25,415
9,135
2,400
13,880

217,656
160,564
85,385
23,463

252,279
160,564
85,385
51,371

Torrey Pines North & South
Demand for Space
Supply of Space
Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed

Total UCSD Campus
Demand for Space
Supply of Space
2
Planned Additions
Additional Space Needed 3

167,494
161,439
0
52,183

1

The type of space needed does not match the type provided

2

Includes the café at the La Jolla Pay and Education Center

3

Some current supply is not located correctly and not counted against demand

Source: Economics Research Associates

Table B-2
UC SAN DIEGO ENROLLMENT FORECAST

Fall 2002

Fall 2010

Fall 2020

Students
Undergraduates
Graduate Students
Total Students

19,100
3,200
22,300

21,360
4,340
25,700

22,000
7,100
29,100

Faculty & Researcher
Staff
Total Faculty & Staff

2,600
7,500
10,100

3,850
11,850
15,700

4,600
15,200
19,800

Total UCSD Population

32,400

41,400

48,900

Source: UCSD

Table B-3
UC SAN DIEGO ENROLLMENT GROWTH BY LOCATION1
Fall 2002

Fall 2010

Fall 2020

22,300
2,600
7,500
32,400

25,700
3,850
11,850
41,400

29,100
4,600
15,200
48,900

0
300
500
800

0
350
650
1,000

0
400
800
1,200

East Campus
Students
Faculty & Researcher
Staff
Total East Campus

0
100
1,000
1,100

0
300
3,100
3,400

0
500
5,200
5,700

West Campus
Students
Faculty & Researcher
Staff
Total West Campus

22,300
2,200
6,000
30,500

25,700
3,200
8,100
37,000

29,100
3,700
9,200
42,000

Percent on West Campus
Students
Faculty & Researcher
Staff
Total Campus Population

100.0%
84.6%
80.0%
94.1%

100.0%
83.1%
68.4%
89.4%

100.0%
80.4%
60.5%
85.9%

Total Campus
Students
Faculty & Researcher
Staff
Total UCSD Population
Scripps Institute of Oceanography
Students
Faculty & Researcher
Staff
Total Scripps

1

Location of school or work

Source: UCSD

Table B-4
PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED CAMPUS BOOKSTORES1
(Academic Year 2001-02)

Campus

Enrollment (FTE)

Sale ($millions)

Bookstore ASF

Selling SF

Selling SF/ASF

Sales/Selling SF

Sale per ASF

Sales/Student

UCLA

37,494

$52.4

56,475

45,684

80.9%

$1,147

$928

$1,398

BYU

30,235

40.2

77,928

61,280

78.6%

656

516

1,330

USC

27,000

38.4

50,500

45,336

89.8%

847

760

1,422

U North Carolina

25,480

32.0

42,398

30,505

71.9%

1,049

755

1,256

UCSD

19,376

26.4

42,712

33,933

79.4%

778

618

1,363

Cornell

19,259

25.1

28,503

22,232

78.0%

1,129

881

1,303

U of W Madison

37,005

22.8

94,391

69,091

73.2%

330

242

616

U of Oregon

19,091

22.7

38,910

26,032

66.9%

872

583

1,189

U of Connecticut

18,581

22.3

41,439

35,397

85.4%

630

538

1,200

U of Utah

27,658

19.5

31,589

24,715

78.2%

789

617

705

UCI

19,905

17.8

23,715

19,496

82.2%

913

751

894

Average

25,553

$29.1

48,051

37,609

78.6%

$831

$654

$1,152

1

Includes branch locations like Birch Aqurarim Book Store for UCSD

Source: UCSD

Table B-5
PLANNED ADDITIONAL RETAIL SPACE FOR UCSD CAMPUS

University Center
Bookstore Expansion
Price Center Food Service & Seating
Price Center Grocery Store
Price Center Hair Stylist
Price Center Other Retail
Price Center Porter's Pub Expansion
Price Center New Japanese Restaurant
Price Center Food Coop Expansion
School of Management Café
Student Center Grove Café Expansion
Student Center General Store Expansion
Student Academic Services Facility - Café
Faculty Dining Expansion
Subtotal University Center Retail/Food Service
Price Center Post Office
Price Center Bank Expansion
Student Academic Services Facility - Imprints
Subtotal University Center Bus Services

Units

ASF

1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
17

30,785
12,500
3,500
1,000
1,000
1,850
1,500
1,000
2,300
750
2,500
1,500
1,800
61,985

1
1
1

1,000
1,000
2,500
4,500

Subtotal University Center Expansion

66,485

North Campus
RIMAC II Sports Café & Convenience Store
Roosevelt College Dining Hall
Subtotal North Campus

2
1
3

4,500
11,700
16,200

1
1
1
3

2,400
1,200
3,600
7,200

Other Areas
East Campus Cancer Center Café
SIO Conference Center Snack & Catering
1
La Jolla Play & Education Center Café
Subtotal Other Areas
Total Space Planned 2
Total Retail and Food Service Space
1

If gift materializes

2

Includes bank, post office and copy service

Source: UCSD

89,885
85,385

Table B-6
UCSD STUDENT GROWTH BY COLLEGE
Fall 2002

Fall 2010

Fall 2020

Warren College
On Campus
Off Campus
Total

1,450
2,940
4,390

1,450
2,310
3,760

1,450
2,200
3,650

Muir College
On Campus
Off Campus
Total

912
2,928
3,840

1,176
2,504
3,680

1,176
2,474
3,650

Revelle College
On Campus
Off Campus
Total

854
2,916
3,770

1,104
2,566
3,670

1,104
2,546
3,650

Roosevelt College
On Campus (currently at 6th)
Off Campus
Total

843
2,187
3,030

1,190
2,370
3,560

2,688
1,062
3,750

Marshall College
On Campus
Off Campus
Total

946
2,844
3,790

1,882
1,798
3,680

1,882
1,768
3,650

280
0
280

1,210
1,800
3,010

1,210
2,440
3,650

5,285
13,815
19,100
28%

8,011
13,349
21,360
38%

9,509
12,491
22,000
43%

0
0
946
2,254
3,200
30%

192
298
1,502
2,348
4,340
46%

192
298
2,059
4,551
7,100
36%

6,230
16,070
22,300
28%

10,003
15,697
25,700
39%

12,058
17,042
29,100
41%

Sixth College
On Campus
Off Campus
Total
Total Undergrad Colleges
On Campus
Off Campus
Total
Percent Undergrads on Campus
Grad Students
University Center
Medical School
Mesa Apartments (East Campus)
Off Campus (Inc University Housing)
Total Grad Students
Percent Grad Students on Campus
Total All Students
On Campus
Off Campus
Total
Percent All Students on Campus

Note: On campus students assumed at 96% of bed capacity

Source: UCSD

Table B-7
ESTIMATED STUDENT STAFF & FACULTY SPENDING - UC SAN DIEGO 2003-04
(Annualized Spending Including Summer)
On Campus
Undergrads
Graduate

Off Campus
Undergrads
Graduate

Staff &
Faculty

Spending by Category

Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

2,528
770
554
294
854
501
$5,501

1,631
746
516
357
1,167
561
$4,978

1,483
873
621
365
1,186
667
$5,194

1,692
678
478
396
1,325
728
$5,296

1,568
968
1,310
505
2,942
565
$7,858

77.0%
79.7%
8.1%
14.4%
32.8%
14.5%
54.5%

38.0%
55.1%
4.6%
1.5%
25.8%
9.1%
28.4%

31.2%
70.1%
3.0%
1.4%
23.4%
5.3%
27.2%

28.7%
59.2%
2.6%
0.9%
21.0%
4.0%
22.9%

32.0%
40.0%
2.0%
1.0%
15.0%
2.0%
17.5%

1,947
614
45
42
280
73
$3,001

620
411
24
5
301
51
$1,412

463
612
19
5
277
35
$1,411

486
401
12
4
278
29
$1,210

502
387
26
5
441
11
$1,373

Current Campus Capture

Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending
Current on Campus Spending

Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total On Campus Spending
Note: Grocery spending not fully reflected by survey

Source: ERA and SBRI Survey

Table B-8
FOOD SERVICE AND RETAIL SPACE BY COLLEGE

Warren College
Canyon Vista
Earl's Place On-line
Earl's Place
Total

14,773
1,045
1,738
17,556

Muir College
Sierra Summit
POP at Muir
El Mercado
Total

16,246
2,423
1,585
20,254

Revelle College
Plaza Café
Why Not Here
Che Café
Total

25,512
3,168
2,157
30,837

Roosevelt College
Total

0

Marshall College
Ocean View Terrace
Total

9,035
9,035

Sixth College
Foodworx
Total

1,860
1,860

Total Undergrad Colleges
Total

Source: UCSD

79,542

Table B-9
ESTIMATED COLLEGE RETAIL& FOOD SERVICE DEMAND: WARREN
Spending
Per Student

On Campus
Percentage

College
Share

Per Student
Demand

Number of On Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

2,528
770
554
294
854
501
$5,501

80.0%
80.0%
8.5%
14.0%
33.0%
14.0%

62%
0%
0%
0%
15%
20%

1254
0
0
0
42
14
$1,310

Number of Off Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

1,483
873
621
365
1,186
667
$5,194

33.0%
70.0%
3.0%
1.5%
25.0%
6.0%

60%
0%
0%
0%
10%
15%

294
0
0
0
30
6
$329

Demand from Students
Fall 2002
Fall 2010
Fall 2020
1,450

1,450

1,450

1,817,949
0
0
0
61,281
20,315
$1,899,545

1,817,949
0
0
0
61,281
20,315
$1,899,545

1,817,949
0
0
0
61,281
20,315
$1,899,545

2,940

2,310

2,200

863,311
0
0
0
87,163
17,640
$968,114

678,341
0
0
0
68,488
13,860
$760,689

646,045
0
0
0
65,227
13,201
$724,472

2,681,260
148,444
37,955
$2,867,659

2,496,290
129,769
34,175
$2,660,234

2,463,994
126,508
33,515
$2,624,017

8,938
742
190
9,870

8,321
649
171
9,141

8,213
633
168
9,013

Total Student Demand for College Retail & Food Service
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Sales

Supportable Square Footage at Local College
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total

300
200
200

Current Facilities ASF
Canyon Vista
Earl's Place On-line
Earl's Place
Total

Source: Economics Research Associates.

14,773
1,045
1,738
17,556

Table B-10
ESTIMATED COLLEGE RETAIL& FOOD SERVICE DEMAND: MUIR
Spending
Per Student

On Campus
Percentage

College
Share

Per Student
Demand

Number of On Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

2,528
770
554
294
854
501
$5,501

80.0%
80.0%
8.5%
14.0%
33.0%
14.0%

62%
0%
0%
0%
15%
20%

1254
0
0
0
42
14
$1,310

Number of Off Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

1,483
873
621
365
1,186
667
$5,194

33.0%
70.0%
3.0%
1.5%
25.0%
6.0%

60%
0%
0%
0%
10%
15%

294
0
0
0
30
6
$329

Demand from Students
Fall 2002
Fall 2010
Fall 2020
912

1,176

1,176

1,143,743
0
0
0
38,555
12,781
$1,195,078

1,474,826
0
0
0
49,715
16,480
$1,541,022

1,474,826
0
0
0
49,715
16,480
$1,541,022

2,928

2,504

2,474

859,670
0
0
0
86,795
17,566
$964,032

735,183
0
0
0
74,227
15,022
$824,431

726,375
0
0
0
73,337
14,842
$814,554

2,003,413
125,350
30,346
$2,159,109

2,210,009
123,942
31,502
$2,365,453

2,201,201
123,052
31,322
$2,355,576

6,678
627
152
7,457

7,367
620
158
8,144

7,337
615
157
8,109

Total Student Demand for College Retail & Food Service
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Sales

Supportable Square Footage at Local College
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total

300
200
200

Current Facilities ASF
Sierra Summit
POP at Muir
El Mercado
Total

Source: Economics Research Associates.

16,246
2,423
1,585
20,254

Table B-11
ESTIMATED COLLEGE RETAIL& FOOD SERVICE DEMAND: REVELLE
Spending
Per Student

On Campus
Percentage

College
Share

Per Student
Demand

Number of On Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

2,528
770
554
294
854
501
$5,501

80.0%
80.0%
8.5%
14.0%
33.0%
14.0%

64%
0%
0%
0%
15%
20%

1295
0
0
0
42
14
$1,351

Number of Off Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

1,483
873
621
365
1,186
667
$5,194

33.0%
70.0%
3.0%
1.5%
25.0%
6.0%

60%
0%
0%
0%
10%
15%

294
0
0
0
30
6
$329

Demand from Students
Fall 2002
Fall 2010
Fall 2020
854

1,104

1,104

1,106,071
0
0
0
36,120
11,974
$1,154,164

1,429,193
0
0
0
46,671
15,471
$1,491,336

1,429,193
0
0
0
46,671
15,471
$1,491,336

2,916

2,566

2,546

856,030
0
0
0
86,428
17,491
$959,949

753,386
0
0
0
76,065
15,394
$844,845

747,514
0
0
0
75,472
15,274
$838,260

1,962,101
122,547
29,465
$2,114,113

2,182,579
122,736
30,865
$2,336,180

2,176,707
122,143
30,745
$2,329,595

6,540
613
147
7,300

7,275
614
154
8,043

7,256
611
154
8,020

Total Student Demand for College Retail & Food Service
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Sales

Supportable Square Footage at Local College
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total

300
200
200

Current Facilities ASF
Plaza Café
Why Not Here
Che Café
Total

Source: Economics Research Associates.

25,512
3,168
2,157
30,837

Table B-12
ESTIMATED COLLEGE RETAIL& FOOD SERVICE DEMAND: ROOSEVELT
Spending
Per Student

On Campus
Percentage

College
Share

Per Student
Demand

Number of On Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

2,528
770
554
294
854
501
$5,501

80.0%
80.0%
8.5%
14.0%
33.0%
14.0%

66%
0%
0%
0%
15%
20%

1335
0
0
0
42
14
$1,391

Number of Off Campus Students (Inc Students Currently at 6th College)
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

1,483
873
621
365
1,186
667
$5,194

33.0%
70.0%
3.0%
1.5%
25.0%
6.0%

62%
0%
0%
0%
10%
15%

303
0
0
0
30
6
$339

Demand from Students
Fall 2002
Fall 2010
Fall 2020
843

1,190

2,688

1,125,417
0
0
0
35,638
11,814
$1,172,868

1,589,200
0
0
0
50,324
16,682
$1,656,206

3,588,517
0
0
0
113,634
37,670
$3,739,821

2,187

2,370

1,062

663,514
0
0
0
64,830
13,120
$741,464

718,913
0
0
0
70,243
14,216
$803,371

322,200
0
0
0
31,481
6,371
$360,053

1,788,931
100,467
24,934
$1,914,332

2,308,113
120,566
30,898
$2,459,578

3,910,717
145,116
44,041
$4,099,873

5,963
502
125
6,590

7,694
603
154
8,451

13,036
726
220
13,982

Total Student Demand for College Retail & Food Service
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Sales

Supportable Square Footage at Local College
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total

300
200
200

Current Facilities ASF
Total

Source: Economics Research Associates.

0

Table B-13
ESTIMATED COLLEGE RETAIL& FOOD SERVICE DEMAND: MARSHALL
Spending
Per Student

On Campus
Percentage

College
Share

Per Student
Demand

Number of On Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

2,528
770
554
294
854
501
$5,501

80.0%
80.0%
8.5%
14.0%
33.0%
14.0%

70%
0%
0%
0%
15%
20%

1416
0
0
0
42
14
$1,472

Number of Off Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

1,483
873
621
365
1,186
667
$5,194

33.0%
70.0%
3.0%
1.5%
25.0%
6.0%

64%
0%
0%
0%
10%
15%

313
0
0
0
30
6
$349

Demand from Students
Fall 2002
Fall 2010
Fall 2020
946

1,882

1,882

1,338,897
0
0
0
39,975
13,252
$1,392,124

2,664,202
0
0
0
79,544
26,369
$2,770,115

2,664,202
0
0
0
79,544
26,369
$2,770,115

2,844

1,798

1,768

890,800
0
0
0
84,317
17,064
$992,182

563,217
0
0
0
53,310
10,789
$627,317

553,822
0
0
0
52,421
10,609
$616,852

2,229,698
124,292
30,316
$2,384,306

3,227,419
132,855
37,158
$3,397,431

3,218,024
131,965
36,978
$3,386,967

7,432
497
152
8,081

10,758
531
186
11,475

10,727
528
185
11,439

Total Student Demand for College Retail & Food Service
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Sales

Supportable Square Footage at Local College
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total

300
250
200

Current Facilities ASF
Ocean View Terrace
Total

Source: Economics Research Associates.

9,035
9,035

Table B-14
ESTIMATED COLLEGE RETAIL& FOOD SERVICE DEMAND: SIXTH
Spending
Per Student

On Campus
Percentage

College
Share

Per Student
Demand

Number of On Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

2,528
770
554
294
854
501
$5,501

80.0%
80.0%
8.5%
14.0%
33.0%
14.0%

70%
0%
0%
0%
15%
20%

1416
0
0
0
42
14
$1,472

Number of Off Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

1,483
873
621
365
1,186
667
$5,194

33.0%
70.0%
3.0%
1.5%
25.0%
6.0%

64%
0%
0%
0%
10%
15%

313
0
0
0
30
6
$349

Demand from Students
Fall 2002
Fall 2010
Fall 2020
280

1,210

1,210

396,459
0
0
0
11,837
3,924
$412,219

1,712,701
0
0
0
51,136
16,951
$1,780,788

1,712,701
0
0
0
51,136
16,951
$1,780,788

0

1,800

2,440

0
0
0
0
0
0
$0

563,844
0
0
0
53,370
10,801
$628,014

764,277
0
0
0
72,341
14,640
$851,259

396,459
11,837
3,924
$412,219

2,276,545
104,505
27,752
$2,408,802

2,476,978
123,477
31,592
$2,632,047

1,322
47
20
1,388

7,588
418
139
8,145

8,257
494
158
8,908

Total Student Demand for College Retail & Food Service
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Sales

Supportable Square Footage at Local College
Food & Beverage
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total

300
250
200

Current Facilities ASF
Foodworx
Total

Source: Economics Research Associates.

1,860
1,860

Table B-15
CURRENT UNIVERSITY CENTER & STUDENT CENTER RETAIL SPACE & VOLUME
Sales

ASF

Sales/SF

University Center
UCSD Bookstore
Sunshine Store
Total Retail

25,527,000
970,139
$26,497,139

39,699
2,000
41,699

643
485
$635

Porter's Pub
Expresso Roma
Jamba Juice
Panda Express
Round Table Pizza
Rubio's
Star Wraps
Subway
Wendy's

306,418
574,585
543,487
239,578
622,919
605,339
317,865
682,325
1,063,302
235,000
$5,190,818

4,070
1,777
594
841
4,223
1,201
589
912
1,337
4,648
20,192

75
323
915
285
148
504
540
748
795
51
$257

114,128
970,139
383,343
807,146
182,203
$2,456,959

185
1,863
804
1,139
1,256
5,247

617
521
477
709
145
$468

260,096
122,013
$382,109

1,141
1,133
2,274

228
108
$168

5,572,927
28,954,098
$34,527,025

22,466
46,946
69,412

248
617
$497

Entertainment/Theater 1
Total Food & Beverage
Student Center
Lecture Notes
General Store
Soft Reserves
Groundwork Books
Bike Shop
Total Retail
Food Cooperative
Grove Café
Total Food & Beverage
Total Food & Beverage
Total Retail
Total U Center & Student Center

1

Volume estimated by ERA

Source: UCSD

Table B-16
ESTIMATED RETAIL& FOOD SERVICE DEMAND: UNIVERSITY CENTER

Spending
Per Student

On Campus
Percentage

U. Center
Share

Per Student
Demand

Number of On Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

2,528
770
554
294
854
501
$5,501

80.0%
80.0%
8.5%
14.0%
33.0%
14.0%

34%
95%
98%
100%
85%
79%

688
585
46
41
240
55
$1,655

Number of Off Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

1,483
873
621
365
1,186
667
$5,194

33.0%
70.0%
3.0%
1.5%
25.0%
6.0%

33%
95%
98%
100%
89%
84%

161
580
18
5
264
34
$1,063

Number of Central Campus Faculty & Staff
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

1,568
968
1,310
505
2,942
565
$7,858

32%
40%
2%
1%
15%
2%

35%
95%
100%
100%
90%
90%

176
368
26
5
397
10
$982

Fall 2002

Demand from Students
Fall 2010

Fall 2020

6,230

10,003

12,058

4,284,722
3,647,405
287,375
256,374
1,492,487
344,875
$10,313,237

6,879,544
5,856,267
461,409
411,634
2,396,335
553,730
$16,558,919

8,292,425
7,058,994
556,170
496,173
2,888,480
667,452
$19,959,695

16,070

15,697

17,042

2,594,981
9,325,929
293,213
88,070
4,239,614
539,871
$17,081,678

2,534,748
9,109,463
286,407
86,026
4,141,207
527,340
$16,685,191

2,752,038
9,890,367
310,960
93,400
4,496,210
572,546
$18,115,520

8,200

11,300

12,900

1,440,051
3,016,288
214,840
41,410
3,256,794
83,394
$8,052,777

1,984,461
4,156,592
296,060
57,065
4,488,021
114,921
$11,097,120

2,265,446
4,745,136
337,980
65,145
5,123,493
131,193
$12,668,393

8,319,754
15,989,622
795,428
385,854
8,988,895
968,140
$35,447,693

11,398,753
19,122,322
1,043,876
554,725
11,025,563
1,195,991
$44,341,230

13,309,910
21,694,497
1,205,110
654,718
12,508,183
1,371,191
$50,743,609

Total Student & Local Faculty Demand for University Center Retail & Food Service
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Sales

Table B-16
ESTIMATED RETAIL& FOOD SERVICE DEMAND: UNIVERSITY CENTER

Total Demand for University Center Retail & Food Service
(Inc Visitors & Staff from East Campus & SIO)
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Sales

Fall 2002

Demand from Students
Fall 2010

Fall 2020

8,757,636
18,170,025
994,285
406,162
9,461,994
1,075,711
$38,865,813

11,998,687
21,729,912
1,304,845
583,921
11,605,856
1,328,879
$48,552,099

14,010,431
24,652,837
1,506,387
689,177
13,166,509
1,523,546
$55,548,887

27,368
33,036
3,314
1,625
34,407
5,379
105,129

37,496
39,509
4,349
2,336
42,203
6,644
132,538

43,783
44,823
5,021
2,757
47,878
7,618
151,880

69,412
0
35,717

69,412
61,985
1,141

69,412
61,985
20,483

Supportable Square Footage at University Center & Student Center
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Demand
Current Space
Planned Space
Additional Supportable

Source: Economics Research Associates.

320
550
300
250
275
200

Table B-17
ESTIMATED RETAIL& FOOD SERVICE DEMAND: REMAC II
Fall 2002

Demand from Students
Fall 2010

Fall 2020

Total Demand at RIMAC II Including Visitors
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Sales

1,049,610
0
3,665
0
192,701
0
$1,245,976

1,465,489
0
5,885
0
246,339
0
$1,717,713

1,725,616
0
7,094
0
285,210
0
$2,017,920

3,280
0
12
0
701
0
3,993

4,580
0
20
0
896
0
5,495

5,393
0
24
0
1,037
0
6,453

Supportable Square Footage at RIMAC II
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Demand

Source: Economics Research Associates.

320
550
300
250
275
200

Table B-17
ESTIMATED RETAIL& FOOD SERVICE DEMAND: REMAC II

Spending
Per Student

On Campus
Percentage

RIMAC
Share

Per Student
Demand

Number of On Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

2,528
770
554
294
854
501
$5,501

80.0%
80.0%
8.5%
14.0%
33.0%
14.0%

5%
0%
1%
0%
5%
0%

101
0
0
0
14
0
$116

Number of Off Campus Students
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Retail Spending

1,483
873
621
365
1,186
667
$5,194

33.0%
70.0%
3.0%
1.5%
25.0%
6.0%

4%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%

20
0
0
0
6
0
$26

Fall 2002

Demand from Students
Fall 2010

Fall 2020

6,230

10,003

12,058

630,106
0
2,932
0
87,793
0
$720,832

1,011,698
0
4,708
0
140,961
0
$1,157,367

1,219,474
0
5,675
0
169,911
0
$1,395,060

16,070

15,697

17,042

314,543
0
0
0
95,272
0
$409,815

307,242
0
0
0
93,061
0
$400,303

333,580
0
0
0
101,038
0
$434,619

944,649
0
2,932
0
183,066
0
$1,130,647

1,318,940
0
4,708
0
234,022
0
$1,557,670

1,553,055
0
5,675
0
270,949
0
$1,829,679

Total Student Demand at RIMAC II
Food & Beverage
Books & Supplies
Clothing
Furniture & Household
Retail & Personal Services
Entertainment
Total Sales

